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This study investigates millennial traveller’s behaviour with focus on their awareness of 
smart technology. The fourth industrial revolution offers multifaceted opportunities to bring 
radical changes to several industries with the aim to improve economic efficiency. 
Millennials (1981 – 2000) are the current dominant demographic group who contribute to 
major segment in hospitality products consumption. They embrace technology and 
intangible experience as compulsory essentials in their lives. The paper focuses on the 
correlation between millennials and technology so as to examine their expectations for 
smart hotel implications. 
 
The theoretical framework presents several works from previous scholars to lay foundation 
for the empirical research. In the beginning, the current living generations are studied with 
focus on millennial’s demographics and characteristics. Afterwards, millennial travellers’ 
general behaviour and technology behaviour are explained in details. The third and fourth 
chapters study the fourth industrial revolution, Internet of Things to give an overview of 
their implications, especially for hospitality services, in digital era. The last part reviews the 
diffusion of innovations theory based on previous experts for deeper comprehension of 
how smart technology diffuses among millennials.  
  
The empirical research was implemented using quantitative method. Online questionnaire 
is the research instrument for this research designed on Webrobol platform. The 
questionnaire was distributed in social media pages and emails. As a result, the amount of 
eligible responses is 100 received in two consecutive weeks. Data analysis were 
performed by Webropol and Excel for explicit interpretation. 
 
Key results were analysed in harmonization with literature review to evaluate millennial 
travellers’ expectations for smart hotels. Millennials enjoy intangible experience over 
tangible objects as they deem it as a way of escapism. They prefer authenticity, 
uniqueness when travelling while embracing personalization with value-added packages. 
Members of this cohort fully engage in mobile devices and social media in every phase of 
travel experience. They are well aware of Internet of Things as well as smart technology by 
showing immense demand for their applications in hotel services. Generally, millennials 
express a positive attitude towards smart technology despite apprehension about privacy 
issues and less human touch.  
 
Lastly, a conclusion is drawn in correlation to the purpose and objectives of the paper. The 
key findings are presented in addition to recommendations for hospitality stakeholders and 
the evaluation of thesis process is described.  
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IoT, Internet of Things, smart technology, smart hotels, millennials, Generation Y 
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1 Introduction 
Twenty-first century has been a remarkable era where industrial transformation has been 
accelerated to enhance operational productivity and service efficiency thanks to 
technological advancement. Hospitality industry, thus, has also efficiently optimized 
technologies into day-to-day service with evident operational efficiency and guest 
satisfaction. Furthermore, since the official definition of Internet of Things (IoT) was 
declared, an intriguing technology concept coined by Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology’s executive director of the Auto-IDCentre Kevin Ashton in 1999, many 
industrial prototypes have been built with full potential for commercial applications 
(Suresh, Daniel, Parthasarathy & Aswathy 2014). IoT disrupts the former manufacturing 
ecosystem by extending the “smart” capability of digitization, automation, miniaturization 
and interoperability (Almada-Lobo 2016; Schlechtendahl, Keinert, Kretschmer, Lechler & 
Verl 2015; Roblek, Mesko & Krapez 2016; Lasi, Fettke, Kemper, Feld & Hoffmann 2014). 
Unexceptionally, hospitality professionals have also acknowledged the prospect of IoT-
based paradigm to hotel services by implementing smart hotel room prototypes in recent 
years. Fortunately, the promising results have encouraged hoteliers to look into more IoT 
applications to transform travellers’ experience on larger scale.  
 
Millennial generation (1981 – 2000) is the target sampling for they have been observing 
the virtual world emergence since the digital revolution 3.0 era until industry 4.0 – the two 
remarkable digital revolutions in history. For the purpose of this work, the last birth year is 
set to be 2000 because the members of this birth year gain authority, sufficient knowledge 
and experience for explicit results.  
 
The millennials accounting for the most current populated generation with high level of 
education and savvy to technology (Black 2010; Fromm & Garton 2013; Caruso 2014; 
Judd 2018; Pew Research 2019b). They embrace travelling experiences as the top of 
their priorities while leveraging digital technology to every phase of their journey for 
convenience and socialization (Pendergast 2009, 14; Airbnb 2016; FutureCast 2016; 
Garikapati 2016; Fromm 2018; Deloitte 2019). Because of their high-level of population 
and characteristic complexity, this cohort has been an extremely compelling topic among 
experts. By understanding the cohort, businesses and organizations gain sufficient 
knowledge to manage a valuable asset which contributes to not only organizational 
culture but also operational success. Consequently, in hospitality context, they will not 
only account for the vast majority of hotel guests, but their perspectives would also be 
rational and requisite for smart hotels implementation. However, studies of millennials’ 
behaviour and expectation in correlation with smart hotels context have not yet fully 
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presented. Briefly, an empirical research conducted on millennial traveller segment would 
provide significant insights into their behaviour and expectation towards hotels with IoT-
enabled applications, so-called smart hotels.  
 
1.1 Purpose and objectives 
Within the next few years, IoT application is destined to become an important asset in 
every industry. This research-oriented thesis points out the inevitability of cutting-edge 
integrated technology advancement in hospitality industry simultaneously providing former 
hoteliers with essential knowledge relating to IoT technology applications in hospitality 
services. From business perspective, the empirical research aims to investigates 
millennial travellers’ demands for technology during their stay at a lodging property. Based 
on that, expectations for IoT-enabled applications are interpreted for future service 
transformation. Hoteliers will achieve imperative insights of the customer segment in order 
to boost company’s performance. From individual perspective, examination on the 
millennials’ awareness of IoT in 2020 is revealed. Readers gain a big picture of the up-to-
date technology development with full potential to emerge in hospitality industry. Besides, 
the theoretical research features valid theories and statements from previous experts so 
as to validate and clarify empirical results.  
 
The author has been obsessed with integrated technology hence she desires to dig 
deeper into its direct functionality to hospitality industry. This thesis fulfils three objectives. 
First, it helps comprehend millennial traveller as a vital segment in 2020. Second, 
identifying technological applications as a necessity for millennials' demands during hotel 
stay in the future. Lastly, apprehending millennial’s attitude towards smart technology in 
hospitality services.  
 
1.2 Research questions 
Based on the research purpose and objectives to analyse the expectations of millennials 
towards smart hotels, following research questions have been formulated: 
1. What do millennials look for when travelling? 
2. Are millennials dependent on technology when travelling? 
3. Are millennials aware of IoT concept? Do millennials want smart technological 
applications in hotel’s amenities? 
4. What is millennials’ attitude towards Internet of Things applications in hospitality 
services? 
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1.3 Scope 
This thesis has four main notions: (1) research on millennials' nature and impact of 
technology to their traveling preference, (2) IoT applications for hospitality services, (3) 
empirical survey implementation and (4) data analysis on the correlation between 
millennials and IoT in hospitality contexts. The study is not intended to go deep down into 
the IoT concept rather than researches on its current potential applications to hospitality 
services. Therefore, IoT concept is briefly introduced while the focus is on its applications 
to smart hotels. 
 
As with the majority of studies, the design of the current study is subject to limitations. 
Quantitative research method only gives a coarse of the phenomena based on ready-
made questionnaire; hence, the results may not entirely reflect all the aspects relating to 
the research problem. Another limitation would be the lack of knowledge on IoT concept 
from collected data and smart hotel experiences from millennial travellers. Consequently, 
data analysis process would be challenging to produce accurate results. Unfortunately, 
due to lack of time and resources, the recorded data via the survey was limited to only 
100 responses.  
 
1.4 Structure 
The introductory chapter provides purpose and scope of the thesis to give readers a 
comprehensive overview. In this chapter, research questions are clearly formulated, 
simultaneously, terminologies relating to the topic are interpreted to give better 
understanding in the next chapters. 
 
Literature review is composed of five chapters. The first chapter briefly presents 
generational predecessors in order to clearly articulate millennials, so-called generation Y. 
The following chapter accentuates millennials’ behaviour on tourism aspect with an 
examination of their technology needs for upcoming trips. The third chapter introduces the 
current digital technology revolution advancing along with generations which later on 
served as a premise to study Internet of Things concept and its applications to hospitality 
in the fourth chapter. The fifth chapter studies the diffusion of innovations (DOI) theory to 
explain people adoption’s process to technological innovation.  
 
The next chapter highlights research methodology is presented with specific methods and 
explicit research outline. Data collected from the survey is synthesized and analysed in 
correlation with theoretical framework to give out accurate results to answer to research 
questions. The last chapter of the paper evaluates the overall purpose of the research 
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with fruitful recommendations for hoteliers as well as limitations presented during research 
process.  
 
1.5 Glossary 
This section provides definitions of some specialized terminologies used in the entire 
paper. 
 
Artificial Intelligence (AI), the term was coined by Job McCathy, an Amerian computer 
scientist, at a workshop called Dartmouth Summer Research Project to discuss with other 
researchers about a concept of “thinking machines”. Generally, AI consist of theory and 
development of computer systems’ capabilities to carry out simulation of human 
behaviour. (Marr 2018.) 
 
Machine learning (ML) is the subset of AI which focuses on teaching computers to learn 
the retrieved data and predict required action on specific task without being ready-made 
programmed. An example for ML can be spam filtering function from emails. (Furbush 
2018.) 
 
Internet of Service (IoS), the concept was based on IoT where organizations, businesses 
optimize IoT’s features to offer transformative services over the Internet (Wasmund 2017). 
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2 The current living generations  
“Each generation imagines itself to be more intelligent than the one that went before it, 
and wiser than the one that comes after it.” - George Orwell 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 1. Generation timeline (adapted from Macunovich 2000, 1; Howe & Strauss 2000, 
41; Katz 2017, 15; Black 2010, 92; Nichols & Smith 2015, 39; The Decisive Point 2019) 
 
A generation is distinguishable from each other based on its historical, economic and 
social contexts. Each generation constitutes a cohort of peers, born in a particular period 
of time, who share common persona based on the vagaries of history (Howe & Strauss 
2000, 40; Sandeen 2008, 12). The span of a generation is vaguely defined due to 
historical factors. Since each generation experiences different historical events, 
generational persona varies from one to another. Generational persona is composed of a 
generation’s self-perception about lifestyle, family life, gender roles, institutions, politics, 
religion, culture and future which is described by three attributes: perceived membership, 
common beliefs and behaviours and a common location in history. (Howe & Strauss 2000, 
40-41.) 
 
There are few named generations before Millennials of which the most recent ones are: 
The Traditionalists, The Baby Boomers and Generation X; and one generation after 
Millenials: Generation Z. The Traditionalists, so-called the Silents, are opted out from the 
literature review for its irrelevance to the current study context. This chapter analyses the 
Baby Boomers’, the Generation X’s and Generation Z’s generational persona in order to 
explain millennials behaviour in correlation to their predecessors.  
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2.1 The baby boomers (1946 – 1964) 
The baby boomers are defined as a cohort of people who were born from 1946 to 1964 
experiencing remarkable historical contexts such as post-World War II, after the Great 
Depression and Vietnam War (Macunovich 2000, 1; Howe & Strauss 2000, 47). The name 
“Baby Boomers” resulted from substantial rise in birth rates post-World War II (Colby, S. L. 
& Ortman, J. M. 2014, 2) which was explained by exhilaration and optimism after the war. 
Post-war baby boom marked a historical peak in the United States’s population with 78.8 
million baby boomers in 1999 (Fry 2016). The baby boomers are now 54-74 years old with 
great interest in spending their retirement time on new career exploration and leisure 
opportunities (Coleman, Hladikova & Savelyeva 2006, 194). 
Baby boomers were influenced by economic, social and psychological factors in this 
period of time. Boomers are highly optimistic, individualistic; they tend to value education, 
reject authority, and greatly value instant personal gratification. (Sandeen 2008, 15.) 
Rebecca, Phillipson, Biggs & Money (2013, 11) observed that baby boomers are content 
with their lives due to the ability to grasp opportunities for education, work and sufficient 
income without overwhelming social pressure during their adulthood. Consequently, 
retired baby boomers try to independently ‘live again’ while revisiting their own personal 
fulfilment thanks to the combination of wealth, health in the new phase in life (Harkin & 
Huber 2004, 13; Coleman & al. 2006, 194).  
2.2 Generation X (1965 – 1980) 
Generation X is defined as people born between 1965 and 1980 (Katz 2017, 15). Katz 
(2017, 15) pointed out that the term “Generation X” started with American war 
photographer Robert Capa who captured youngsters grown up during World War II and 
“noticed their common disillusionment regarding their futures”. In 1954, “Generation X” 
was titled in his photograph collection to signify “a kind of generational placeholder waiting 
to be filled in, once the postwar future became more certain” (Ulrich, 2003). This period of 
time is critically significant due to the economic recession in U.S which resulted in decline 
in fertility rate, (Howe & Strauss 2000, 33) high unemployment, crime and divorce rate, 
low education level, etc. However, “Generation X were the resilient “survivors,” who, 
though somewhat cynical, pessimistic, and suspicious, found a way to successfully 
negotiate their challenging social environment” (Sandeen 2008, 16).  
Howe and Strauss (2000) claimed Generation X has lower academic skills compared to 
Boomers, but higher in negotiating, consumer awareness, and adult-interactions skills. 
Despite being less college educated than the previous generation, they tend to be more 
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politically and financially conservative. Furthermore, as Generation X was born when first 
computers were invented, they were exposed to many brands and product choices 
growing up, they are considered as savvy comparison shoppers. (Sandeen 2008, 16.)  
2.3 The millennials (1981 – 2000) 
2.3.1 Background 
In 2019, millennials can be acknowledged as a cohort of people from about 19 to 38 years 
old. Consistency in millennial generation birth-year location is vaguely confirmed since 
researchers have defined millennial generation span differently. Black (2010, 92) stated 
millennials as those born between the years 1981 and 2001. Similarly, Smith and Nichols 
(2015, 39) claimed millennial generation started from 1980 to 2000 or Howe and Strauss 
(2000, 41) set millennial birth years from 1982 to 2002. On the other hand, Pew Research 
Center (2019) decided to use 1981 - 1996 as the millennial generation period for their 
future work. Despite the disharmony in birth-year boundaries among experts, Howe & 
Strauss (2000, 40) believed that birth numbers are not the only major aspect to locate a 
generation as long as generational persona is indicated accurately.  
 
The name “millennial” was coined because of their closeness to the new millennium and 
being raised in a more digital age (Kaifi, Kaifi, Khanfar & Nafei 2012). They are also 
known as “Don’t Label Us,” Generation Y (or Why?), Generation Tech, Generation Next, 
Generation.com, Generation 2000, Echo Boom, Boomer Babies, and Generation XX 
(Howe & Strauss 2000, 6). However, the author, who is also a millennial, prefers her 
generation to be known as millennial as Howe and Strauss (2000, 12) explained: 
 
The name “Millennial” acknowledges their technological superiority without defining 
them too explicitly in those terms. It's a name that hints at what their rising 
generation could grow up to become—not a lame variation on old Boomer/Xer 
themes, but a new force of history, a generational colossus far more consequential 
than most of today's parents and teachers (and, indeed, most kids) dare imagine. 
 
Millennials represent a remarkable break from Generation X (Howe & Strauss 2000, 48) 
because of growing up in a peaceful world, they do not recall painful political, economic, 
war nostalgia as Boomers or Generation X did. Consequently, millennial generational 
persona indicates a distant approach towards aspects of life in comparison with their 
predecessors. Growing up in the new millennium, millennials have been observing the 
world since the Great Recession, the 9/11 terror attack in 2001 to the new digital 
revolution era with existence of cell phones, internet, smart devices and the cutting-edge 
integrated Internet of Things. They have opportunities to make sense of their generational 
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membership earlier in their cycle life than the predecessors thanks to the advancement of 
multimedia and obsessive advertisement (Howe & Strauss 2000, 41). Due to societal 
contexts, the millennial generation’s core values reflect the needs for safety and security, 
confidence and accessibility to technology based on seven core traits (special, sheltered, 
confident, conventional, team-oriented, pressured and achievement-oriented) which will 
be studied further in subchapter 2.3.3 (refer to page 8) (Howe & Strauss 2000, 43; 
Benckendorff, Mascardo & Pendergast (2009, 8).  
 
2.3.2 Demographic 
Experts have estimated millennial population on national scale to signify the dominance of 
the cohort’s demographic among the current living generations. Demographic statistics 
vary throughout countries and cultures, the author decided to analyse U.S statistics as its 
market has a huge impact on the global economic fluctuation. According to the most 
recent research from Pew Research Center (2019b), millennials are going to reach 73 
million in U.S and soon outnumber Baby Boomers – the most populated living adults in 
U.S history (figure 2). As the post-millennials are still on the rise since the ending birth 
year of this generation has not been studied yet, otherwise, millennials are the leading 
consumer segment in current market.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Pew Research Center analysis of U.S Census Bureau population projections 
released December 2014 and 2016 population estimates (adapted from Pew Research 
Center 2019b) 
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2.3.3 Characteristics 
When millennial persona has been identified by perceived membership, common location 
in history; fully comprehending the common beliefs and behaviours is mandatory to define 
millennial travellers’ behaviour in hospitality industry. According to Howe & Strauss’ work 
(2000) which was later endorsed by Benckendorff & al. (2009, 9), seven millennial core 
traits were ascertained collectively: special, sheltered, confident, conventional, team-
oriented, pressured and achievement-oriented. Besides, recent experts have detected 
more engrossing aspects in millennial characteristics to support the original ideology. In 
this chapter, seven core traits are presented along with further characteristics studied by 
other experts in order to interpret millennial travellers’ behaviour in the next chapter.  
 
Millennials are considered to be special and sheltered since parents tried to overprotect 
their children from unsecured repercussions of economy recession period (Troksa 2015, 
60) and multiple terrorism attacks. Additionally, being born in families with fewer children 
along with the birth of information revolution, millennials were securely nurtured with 
parents’ strict attention, high quality from education and up-to-date entertainment. Thanks 
to parental discipline, the majority of grew up with better sense of authority respect than 
their predecessors. Similarly, millennials show signs of convention by accepting and 
applying parents’ values with the aim to enrich their own future (Howe & Strauss 2000, 
185).  They noticed their parents made excessive working effort at the expense of family 
balance (O’ Reilly 2000, in Pendergast 2009, 10), therefore, they try to maintain work-life 
balance. 
 
Unlike individualistic Boomers, pessimistic Xers, millennials are optimistic, confident 
(Howe & Strauss 2000; Nichols & Smiths 2015; Pendergast 2009). The world is an open 
playground for millennials on their first day without any fear of chaotic war, unemployment 
nor the loss of love ones on battlefield (Howe & Strauss 2000, 179). They were born when 
the world was renovated after war, society was democratized, industries started to make 
breakthroughs, technology boomed. Accordingly, millennials have all the means to 
discover their capabilities with confidence and optimism since nothing can hold them 
back. 
 
Millennials are better educated than their predecessors as the number of young adults 
with bachelor’s degree or higher has gradually increased since 1968 (Figure 3) (Pew 
Research 2019b). In school, millennials were offered with better equipment, devices, and 
facilities for education performance, especially as information revolution occurred, 
millennials take advantage of being the initial digital natives. Furthermore, millennials have 
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been saturated by mass media along with abundant information since birth, they tend to 
bring new theories to their education, and high expectation about learning occurrence to 
engage them in learning. (Caruso 2014, 54.)  Due to the fact that millennials are pioneers 
in the new digital millennium, they are assigned with high expectation and trust (Gaschler 
2013, 28), and hence loadable pressure. They do not have much free time for fun, less 
time alone but more extra-curricular activities (Howe & Strauss, 169). They were pushed 
to study hard with tight schedule at school, they recognized the urgency to reach personal 
and group goals by optimizing the opportunities adults offered them (Howe & Strauss 
2000, 184). Moreover, most millennial kids had to live in single-parent households and 
working mothers due to high rate of divorce in this generation. The societal context made 
a huge impact on millennial’s self-perception of independent lifestyle (Benckendorff & al. 
2009, 19). They were pressured to achieve high grades at school during teenage years, 
this notion created a state of mind until they reach adulthood. According to Howe & 
Strauss (2000, 184), millennials perceive that achievements based on their own 
performance. Millennials treasure conventional values from parents with optimism and 
confidence to transform themselves into better version than their predecessors, pressure 
ascertains the vital aspiration to achieve big.  
 
Millennials are tolerant and open-minded of diversity and race (Howe & Strauss 2000; 
Huang & Petrick 2009, 30; Tanner 2010, 38). They are not judgmental about different skin 
shades, or nationalities since they regard race is less a cutting-edge issue than a game of 
political nostalgia (Howe & Strauss 2000, 220). Consequently, millennials are team-
oriented who have capability to work collaboratively, transparently, interactively and 
entrepreneurially (Caruso 2014, 236). They have tight peer bonds as a result from 
pedagogical strategy from school activities (Pendergast 2009, 10). They are social and 
highly value relationships (Shepard 2004). Besides, raising up being special and 
sheltered, millennials enjoy a sense of community and belonging (Benckendorff & al. 
2009, 59). With the Internet, their social network connection is no longer a matter of 
proximity. Therefore, millennials immerse in social media as a platform to effectively 
engage, share and participate in relevant conversations around their lives (Caruso 2014, 
126). This hyper-development of social media provides an affordable aid to millennial’s 
nature of belonging and community. 
 
Undoubtedly, growing up with technology advancement has influenced millennial’s 
lifestyle: they are tech-savvy and technological dependent digital natives. The term ‘digital 
natives’ was first coined by Mark Prensky (2001), refer to millennials who are the first 
generation to grow up with digital technology, they intuitively speak the digital language 
better than any previous generations (Black 2010; Fromm & Garton 2013; Judd 2018). 
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Millennials optimize fluent digital language acquisition as a compulsive necessity to rewire 
their brains for fast response in information filtering process. (Black 2010, 95; Caruso 
2014, 55-56.) With the new adaptation to pervasive use of technology, millennials excel at 
online multitasking and visual contents assimilation over lengthy texts (Prensky 2001, 3; 
Judd 2018, 100). As Baby Boomers grew up with television, Generation X observed the 
birth of the first computer, millennials enthusiastically adopted the Internet as another 
member of their clan through their adolescence (Caruso 2014, 152). Therefore, to 
millennials, technology is a way of life, they consider it as one of the few constants in their 
external environment with enthusiasm to take technology to the next level. (Caruso 2014, 
150.) As digital natives, they are used to the limitless accessibility to computers, emails, or 
cell phones (Lipkin & Perrymore 2009), in fact, they do not recall the world without digital 
technology (Frand 2006, in Black 2010, 95). Otherwise, Caruso (2014, 143) elaborated 
that their technological obsession is not merely an addiction, but simply the process by 
which they discover, comprehend and experience the surrounding world. Since mobile 
phones and the Internet had entered our lives, several changes have affected the face of 
communication. Letters with handwriting pages had been replaced by easier and more 
instant emails, text messages with default fonts. The technological convenience has 
contributed to the state of impatience among millennials. As Caruso (2014, 78) explained 
that millennials are not known for being patient because they have not had to be. They do 
not understand waiting for favourite TV series every week nor being in line for shopping 
since everything is available online. 
 
2.4 Generation Z (born after 2000) 
Generational scholars have found out that generation Z, the title alphabetically named 
after its two predecessors – Generation X and Generation Y is roughly defined as people 
born after 1996 or 1997 based on key political, economic and social aspects (Van den 
Bergh & Behrer 2016, 10; Pew Research Center 2019a). As generation Z is the latest 
living generation which has been perpetually growing in population, no official 
chronological endpoint has been set for this cohort yet (Pew Research Center 2019a). 
Names for this generation have been come up by different experts including post-
millennials, iGeneration, net-gen, and the list goes on (Turner 2015, 104; Van den Bergh 
& Behrer 2016, 10).  
 
As Baby Boomers grew up with television invention, Generation X observed the explosion 
in computer usage, millennials made use of the Internet since early stage. Generation Z is 
naturally aware of all those means from the beginning. (Pew Research Center 2019a.) 
Although millennials in relation to previous generations is considered as digital natives, 
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the new generation is now taking over the crown due to its excessive consumption on 
technological advances (handheld devices, wireless Internet connection, tech integration, 
social media, flat-screen televisions) since they were born. (Tulgan 2013; Turner 2015) 
For this reason, Generation Z is more accustomed to virtual peer ecosystem with an 
innate expectation for constant innovation (Tulgan 2013; Wood 2013; Turner 2015, 104). 
This “always-on” technological environment has made a huge impact on their behaviours, 
attitude and lifestyles (Pew Research Center 2019a). Generation Z tends to avoid offline 
struggles or distract themselves from difficult behavioural situations by spending their time 
on escapism and fantasy such as entertainment means (video games, music, movies), 
extreme sports, social networks (Toronto 2009; Wood 2013; Turner 2015). Consequently, 
50% of Generation Z members prefer online conversations to face-to-face communication; 
60% claimed that social life begins online (Turner 2015, 111). On the other hand, 
Generation Z is currently the most educated living generation with 59% enrolled in college 
(in 2017), plus 43% of them having a parent with bachelor’s degree or more education 
(Fry & Parker 2018). They engage in education more than preceding generations with 
only 6% of high-school dropout (age 18 to 20) in comparison to 12% of millennial and 13% 
of Generation X counterparts.  
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3 Millennial travellers 
Millennials with the current highest population is an ultimate potential segment in 
hospitality industry. As a prediction from Airbnb (2016), millennials will constitute 75% of 
all travellers in 2020. Besides, traveling accounts for 57%, the highest rate among the top 
priorities and aspirations of millennials statistic, illustrating an increasing demand for 
intangible experiential values (Deloitte 2019). Similarly, almost millennials gain ubiquitous 
accessibility to the Internet (Pew Research Center 2019c) has signified the key role of 
network connectivity in their daily routine. The simultaneous growing demand for travel 
and technology has substantiated the correlation between experience and convenience 
from hospitality perspective. Insights into the cohort’s common characteristics have laid a 
solid foundation to interpret millennial travellers’ correspondence between traveling 
preferences and technology needs in this current chapter. 
 
3.1 Travel behaviour 
Millennial travel behaviour differs individually, however, common core values are 
concluded based on various researches: millennials enjoy experiences, they love 
personalization and uniqueness, authenticity is required for their trips, traveling expresses 
their identity, they want to share their traveling moments, they are price-wise and they 
prefer spontaneous trips.  
 
Millennials tend to prefer spending money on interesting experiences such as traveling 
and leisure rather than on tangible objects (Pendergast 2009, 14; Garikapati 2016; Airbnb 
2016; Fromm 2018). Millennials consider travel as novelty with the capability to explore 
the quotidian, to enjoy different experiences, to visit new places and to acquire extra 
knowledge with fifty percent admitted spending over 1000 euros for their whole trip. 
(WYSE Travel Confederation 2016.) They have an enthusiastic desire to immerse 
themselves in places to look for rejuvenation, inspiration as travel is the apex of 
experience. (Fromm 2018.) They enjoy not only extended-stay trips with full cultural 
immersion, but they also enjoy booking spontaneous weekend getaway whenever 
possible (Sofronov 2018). On the other hand, millennials consider travelling as an 
opportunity to express their identity. “When millennial travellers hit the road, they don’t see 
themselves as tourists — they are experience pioneers.” Traveling becomes a part of their 
identity — a compulsory experience that helps them understand, grow and continuously 
reinvent their sense of self. (FutureCast 2016.) Personalization and uniqueness are the 
two features millennials looking for when planning a trip. Millennials are seeking highly 
specialized, custom-made trips in synchronization with interactive experiences and 
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destinations with personality due to the core trait of being special. (Fromm, 2017; Hamed, 
2017.)  
 
In addition to demand for specialization, the millennial generation is all about authentic 
experience, about writing their own scripts, telling their own stories (Wilks & Pendergast 
2009, 115; Holmes 2018, 63). Authenticity supports their perceptions of value: cultural 
appreciation and “living like a local”, independence and originality (Future Foundation 
2016). Moreover, millennials embrace authenticity as opportunity to meet new people, 
learn something new, especially in rural area. They seek interactive experiences that help 
them understand the customs and traditions of the place and its local community 
(Machado, 2014; in Hamed 2017, 4). 
 
However, millennials not only want authenticity of experience, but shareability as well. As 
social media is currently an essential in their daily routine, statistically, 97% of millennials 
using social media while traveling and 75% posting to social networks at least once a day 
(FutureCast 2016). They are constantly active travellers online originated from team-
oriented trait which results in a deeper level of engagement and multiple points of contact 
with their connections throughout the day (Fromm & Garton 2013, 111). According to 
FutureCast (2016), peer recognition and validation are the key forces creating unique and 
meaningful social currency for their digital identity. As a result, they deem peer’s views or 
word of mouth influential regarding traveling reviews due to mutual core values in 
lifestyles. (Pendergast 2009, 6; Morton 2002 in Huang & Petrick 2009, 30; Fromm 2018.) 
Besides, with the rising amount of social media influencers recently, who are known as 
virally credible social media users attracted by large audience based on their charisma, 
authenticity and reach; millennials also embrace their reviews as one of vital pre-purchase 
behaviours.  
Moreover, their travel behaviour also depends on the overall product value. They are 
price-wise, smart spenders who are more value-conscious relating to travelling services 
(O‘Connel 2015; Hamed 2017, 4; Morton 2002 in Huang & Petrick 2009, 30). They make 
decisions barely on only recognition, but instead thoroughly research on products to figure 
out the most valued ones based on discretionary budgets (FutureCast 2016). Shortly, 
millennials are smart experience enthusiasts who constantly make the most out of 
spontaneously individualized trips with the aim to express identity to their community.  
3.2 Technology behaviour 
Millennial is a rising generation in tourism who display distinct behaviour and motivation 
from previous generations solely caused by the penetration of digital technologies. 
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Millennials, so-called digital natives, are illustrated by not only high usage on Internet but 
they also display the strong urge for smartphone (93%) and social media (86%) which 
justify the growing demand for digital products in 2019 (Figure 4). Travelling in particular 
has even driven this demand due to the sense of convenience and instant concierge for 
simplified, efficient and hassle-free experience (FutureCast 2016; Future Foundation 
2016). Their technology behaviour is presented by investigating checkpoints through 
customer journey: information acquisition, purchasing, experience, post-experience 
behaviour.  
Millennials gain information acquisition much easily than ever via Internet-based service 
platforms and different mobile travel applications instead of conventional obsolete 
guidebooks (Pendergast 2009; Fletcher & al 2013; Raunio 2014). Xiang, Magnini & 
Fesenmaier (2015, 246) found out that Internet continues to be the number one source of 
information in trip planning. Millennials actively refer to numerous information sources 
including TV, documentaries, video and social media via multiple information and 
communication devices and diverse channels on the Internet throughout their travel 
planning (Xiang & al. 2015, 246; Schiopu, Pădurean, Țală & Nica 2016; Sladjana & 
Snezana 2018, 228). Internet technology has made a profound impact on travellers’ 
information browsing behaviour beginning with search engine tools (Google, Bing, 
Yahoo!) following by the boom of online travel agency (Expedia, Skyscanner) and online 
social networks (TripAdvisor, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube); recently the 
adoption of mobile applications (Xiang & al 2015, 244). The birth of these Internet-based 
platforms has met millennial travellers’ needs for insights, convenience and affordability. 
Search engines have become a dominant factor that influence travellers’ access to 
tourism products (Xiang, Wöber & Fesenmaier 2008 in Xiang & al 2015, 244). With the 
existence of Google, travellers are able to navigate through the Internet so as to reach 
destination marketing organization (DMOs) for useful information in the travel planning 
process (Xiang & al 2008, 587). Besides, the growth of online travel aggregators (Online 
Travel Agencies) and social networks in particular have successfully engaged millennials 
in virtual communities for opinions exchange on common interest to support travel 
planning (Xiang & Gretzel 2010, 180; Yoo & Gretzel 2011 in Nusair, Bilgihan, Okumus, & 
Cobanoglu 2013). OTAs have opened a new path for millennials in information acquisition 
stage due to its apparent flexibility, ease of use, useful and relevant content with higher 
possibility in finding low fares (Kim, Kim & Han 2007). On the other hand, millennials 
embrace online social networks for personal-centric content generated and shared by 
consumers along the whole decision-making process (Xiang & Gretzel 2010, 180). 
According to Yoo & Gretzel (2011) research, they claimed that consumer-generated 
content is an increasing essential information source treated with high reliability among 
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travellers. As being discussed earlier in 2.2.1, millennials optimize online social networks 
could result from peers’ views and team-oriented trait. Therefore, consumer blogs have 
emerged as one of the most prominent themes in research on social media in travel and 
tourism for creating and sharing new experiences with trustworthiness to online travellers 
(Xiang & Gretzel 2010, 181). Additionally, the optimization of mobile applications on 
smartphones gives prominence to information browsing which plays an imperative role for 
on-the-go travellers (Wang, Park & Fesenmaier 2012 in Xiang & al 2015, 244).  
 
Millennials are actively engaged in purchasing more often and exhibit higher usage of 
online travel agencies (OTAs) (Xiang & al. 2015, 246). Millennials enjoy online shopping, 
thus, having a variety and wide range of services enhances the purchase intention since it 
embodies convenience. Consequently, OTAs are ideal in terms of variety and 
customization, otherwise, trust issue is still a controversial concern to millennials since 
users’ confidential information is doubtfully protected during purchasing process. 
(Jacqueline 2018.)  
 
Later this decade, the booming integration of smartphones and social media with 
technology including communications, GPS, photography and the Internet has 
empowered users to manage their travel experiencel stage regardless of space and time 
(Xiang & al. 2015, 245). Smartphone, with its multifunctionality, plays as a digital 
concierge which supports every travel activity such as planning, reservation, and 
navigation or any spontaneous moments (Wang, Park & Fesenmaier 2010 In Wang & al. 
2012, 372). During the experience stage, location-based services on smartphones (i.e. 
Google Maps app) are available to suggest relevant options based on users’ preferences. 
Furthermore, mobile-friendly social media apps (Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat) enable 
millennial travellers to capture the moments while keeping their friends up-to-date via 
blogs, chats, comments and media contents. (Wang & al. 2012, 372; Raunio 2014, 21.) 
As the first digitally native generation (see 2.1.3), millennials are unsurprisingly active 
social media users by being online virtually 24 hours a day (Future Foundation 2016). 
Millennial travellers use social media as an information sharing tool and motivate them to 
be socially interactive (Nusair, Bilgihan & Okumus 2012). 
 
Future Foundation (2016) claimed that “sharing – and perhaps flaunting – on social media 
is an integral part of the travel experience.” Due to the convenience of smartphones, they 
are dependent in digital devices for their swiftness in travel-related issues (Future 
Foundation, 2016). Consequently, digital accessibility, for millennial travellers, plays as a 
vital role as any other basic human need, such as food or shelter (FutureCast 2016). 
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During the post-experience stage, millennials are engaged in rating products and services 
(Fromm & Garton 2013, 20). Millennials embrace reviews as insightful recommendations 
in virtual community but also as self-reflective feedbacks for upcoming trips. Therefore, 
consumer-generated contents are frequently posted to enrich travel planning process 
among Internet users.  
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4 The fourth industrial revolution: Industry 4.0 
“The scale, scope and complexity of how technological revolution influence our behaviour 
and way of living will be unlike anything humankind has experienced.” – Klaus Schwab 
 
We have observed three major shifts in industrial breakthroughs for 10,000 years in order 
to reach the on-going cutting-edge industrial revolution era, so-called Industry 4.0. 
Schwab (2016a, 6) defined the word “revolution” as abrupt and radical change when 
history records new technologies and novel ways of perceiving the world influencing 
original economic systems and social structures. Industry 4.0 indeed heralds a new 
golden age of access to heterogeneous data and knowledge integration to improve 
efficiency of the whole industry (Lu 2017, 1). Built from the premise of Industry 3.0 by the 
digitalization advancement, which was highlighted by Internet technology, digital 
technologies in Industry 4.0 era are becoming more sophisticated and integrated with 
tremendous opportunities to transform societies and global economy (Schwab 2016a, 7). 
In that sense, the Internet technology plays a crucial role in laying foundation for this 
current revolutionary integrated digital era. This chapter synthesizes the known theory and 
practices of the fourth industrial revolution with focus on the Internet history to give an 
overview of its opportunities and challenges for global development based on multiple 
experts’ views.  
 
4.1 Historical context 
Before getting to Industry 4.0, the past three significant industrial disruptions made 
substantial contribution to current growth. The first industrial revolution started off by 
agrarian revolution in 18th century depicted the transition from foraging to farming which 
expeditiously boosted production, transportation and communication leading to the 
emergence of urbanization and prosperous cities. Second half of the 18th century began 
the invention of mechanical power and steam engine to maximize mechanical production 
efficiency. (Schwab 2016a, 6-7.) After more than one century, in late 19th century to early 
20th century, the second industrial revolution was remarkably featured by the application 
of electricity energy for mass labor production enhancement (Schwab 2016a, 7; Lu 2017). 
In 1960s, the third industrial revolution continued embracing production by the advent of 
electronics automation; thus, this era marked a milestone of the first digital revolution 
thanks to the development of semiconductors, mainframe computing (1960s), personal 
computing (1970s and ‘80s) and the Internet (1990s) respectively (Schwab 2016a, 7; Lu 
2017).  
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Despite the Internet massive expansion during 1990s, its history nonetheless already had 
started in the early 1960s during the Cold War period (Cohen-Almagor 2011, 46). During 
this period, US Department of Defense established the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (ARPA) with the aim to produce technological innovations. The scientists in ARPA 
deployed an internal network to share specialized resources, they called it the ARPANET 
which is currently called the Internet, without any idea it would be come popularized for 
multipurpose in the future. (Cohen-Almagor 2011.) Many specialists recognized the 
possibility of ARPANET; hence researches had been implemented to augment its utilities 
in the incoming years. With the invention of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) which 
consists rules that computers on a network use to establish and break connections; and 
the Internet Protocol (IP) includes rules for routing if individual data packets by Vint Cerf 
and Robert Kahn, the ARPANET was developed into independent networks of rather 
arbitrary design (Leiner & al. 1997 in Cohen-Almagor 2011, 50). Starting form 1974, the 
term Internet was first used which rapidly led to further developments: messaging utility 
(1973), distribution of hypermedia (World Wide Web) (1989), firewall and gateway 
systems (1996), Wikipedia – first free web-based encyclopaedia (2001) and social 
networks like Myspace (2003) and Facebook (2004) (Cohen-Almagor 2011). Without any 
predictability, the Internet has been becoming globally phenomenal and its applications 
are still open for potential research in the next decade.  
 
In 2011, the term Industry 4.0 was coined at Hannover Fair in Germany as a high-tech 
strategy proposal for new German economic policy concept (Schwab 2016a, 7; Mosconi 
2015 in Roblek, Mesko & Krapez 2016, 1). Thanks to the concept, we are currently on the 
rise of the Industry 4.0 which is fundamentally upgraded based on the third industrial 
revolution and characterized by a fusion of technologies that is blurring the boundaries 
between the physical, digital, and biological domains (Schwab 2016b). 
 
4.2 Features 
While the third industrial revolution opened a new path to digital world, the fourth one 
follows the main route to discover and utilize the hidden gems within the virtual world in 
synchronization with physical world to even advance industrial effectiveness and 
efficiency. According to Almada-Lobo (2016); Schlechtendahl & al. (2015); Roblek & al. 
(2016) and Lasi & al. (2014); four typical attributes of Industry 4.0 are identified: 
1. Digitization and customization of production – information systems for 
management and analysis for value-added individualization on demand; 
2. Automation – includes operational, dispositive and analytical 
components to execute versatile operations in Smart Factories; 
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3. Miniaturization – nanoscale chips and sensors are optimized in 
production and logistics; 
4. Interoperability - automatic data interchange and cross-platform 
communication. 
In Industry 4.0, heterogeneous data and knowledge integration are applied for 
technological concepts such as cyber physical systems (CPS), Internet of Things (IoT), 
Internet of services (IoS) and Smart Factory to fulfil the dynamic requisites of full 
automated, digitalized production in value chain organization (Lu 2017; Lasi & al. 2014; 
Ning & Liu 2015 in Roblek & al. 2016). 
 
CPS play a dominant role in forming revolutionary characteristics of Industry 4.0. CPS are 
defined as “automated systems that enable connection of the operations of the physical 
reality with computing and communication infrastructures” (Lee 2008; Baheti, Radhakisan 
& Gill 2011 in Jazdi 2014). CPS consist of microcontrollers which control the sensors and 
actuators to interact with physical world and process the obtained data over a network in 
real-time. Data and information are exchanged and evaluated among embedded systems, 
wireless applications or a cloud. (Jazdi 2014; Lu 2017, 4.) Integrated CPS embody 
planning, analysis, modelling, design, implement and maintenance functionalities to 
improve productivity, enhance product’s quality while reducing external costs in 
manufacturing process (Lasi & al. 2014). A cyber physical system can be a smartphone, 
or a robot which are able to interact with physical world (Sehgal, Patrick & Rajpoo 2014). 
Applications on CPS has been still limited due to its nascent research. In healthcare, CPS 
serve as tools to assist people with disabilities and elderly people by observing their 
motion and daily living to remind them important activities such as taking medicine or 
emergency assistance (Lim, Chung, Han, Kim 2011). CPS also play a paramount role in 
developing Smart Homes concept based on its ability to monitor security system, energy 
management, ambience control, etc. (Khaitan & McCalley 2014). Based on CPS premise, 
IoT refers to the bigger scale of Internet-connected CPS (refer to chapter 5) (Jazdi 2014). 
Similarly, IoT is the enabler of Internet of Service (IoS) as it opens new opportunities to 
transform business models from handling processes by the usual services to online 
access (Pang, Zhengb, Tianb, Walterc-Kao, Dubrovab & Chen 2015 in Roblek & al. 2016, 
7). These concepts contribute to the emergence of Smart Factories where sensors, actors 
and autonomous systems are fully equipped for holistically digitalized manufacturing 
(Lucke, Constantinescu & Westkämper 2008 in Lasi & al. 2014, 240).  
 
The goals of this entire integration- and automation-oriented paradigm are not only to 
achieve high operational efficiency level but also embrace the added values for 
organizations and customers by personalized products (Kagermann, 2015; Yu, 
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Subramanian, Ning & Edwards 2015 in Roblek & al. 2016; Morrar, Arman & Mousa 2017, 
14). Schwab (2016a, 7) claimed that Industry 4.0 features a much more affordable, 
ubiquitous and mobile internet; smaller and powerful sensors but smarter digital devices in 
addition to breakthroughs in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML). 
Moreover, Industry 4.0 revolutionizes the perpetual interaction and information exchange 
mechanisms not only between humans (H2H) and human to machine (H2M) but also 
between machines (M2M) which result in the interoperability (Cooper & James 2009 in 
Roblek & al. 2016). Industry 4.0 leverages the interoperability to combine software 
components, application solutions, business processes during autonomous procedure 
(Berre & al. 2007 in Lu 2017, 5). However, Industry 4.0 is not limited by only 
hyperconnectivity since inexorable developments in nanotechnology and quantum 
computing have made Industry 4.0 remarkable from previous revolutions (Schwab 2016a, 
8).  
 
4.3 Opportunities and challenges 
Industry 4.0 features an exhilarating future where monumental opportunities are seized for 
potential multifaceted applications including economy, society, culture, business, 
governments, countries and individuals. Nevertheless, tactical moves should be taken to 
control radical challenges occurring during exponential progress. For the purpose of the 
study, this chapter provides brief understandings of the opportunities and challenges to 
economy, organization and individual during the Industry 4.0.  
 
The impact of Industry 4.0 on economy and organization is vast, hence, focus on its 
economic growth and employment situation draws a big picture of potential opportunities 
as well as challenges. As being discussed in the previous chapter, Industry 4.0 
theoretically aims for higher productivity level. Gerbert & al. (2015) provided a substantial 
insight to illustrate Industry 4.0’s productivity enhancement in Germany. Figure 5 exhibits 
a future scenario in the next five to ten years, productivity will be ushered among various 
German industries by €90 billion to €150 billion or 5% - 8%. Nonetheless, these figures 
remain hypothetical since no pragmatic evidences have been collected to the contrary. 
Schwab (2016, 31-32) expressed his scepticism toward the productivity enigma due to his 
observation on its sluggishness or even decline in labour productivity between 2007 and 
2014. On the other hand, he explained the discrepancy between the delivered value via a 
service and growth as measured in statistics has contributed to the lack of productivity 
proof. An example was given such as taxi order service on digital platforms that is non-
rivalrous and consumes no marginal cost which results in lower prices and added value to 
users, otherwise, conventional statistics may fail to reflect the ultimate consumer surplus 
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generated by this sort of service (Schwab 2016, 33). Additionally, we are still at the dawn 
of the fourth industrial revolution where potential opportunities are foreseen to boost 
economic growth, still it is impossible to envisage the Industry 4.0 productivity without 
organizations’ full engagement in technological and business-driven innovative solutions 
(Schwab 2016; Morrar & al. 2017). 
 
An intriguing question has been addressed whether those technological innovations may 
impact on the current labour market. Due to large-scale autonomous systems, a number 
of low-skilled job categories are expected to be reduced or even obsolete while high-
skilled jobs will dominate the market (Gerbert & al. 2015; Morrar & al. 2017). Gerbert & al. 
(2015), in an analysis on Industry 4.0’s impact on German manufacturing, found an 
increase by 6 percent in employment growth in the next ten years, particularly employees 
working in the mechanical-engineering sector with estimated rise by 10 percent. 
Simultaneously, the growing requirement for software development, IT technologies will 
challenge the competency transformation in the future. Schwab (2016, 36) elucidates two 
practices may affect employment: (1) technological-driven disruption forces workers to 
become unemployed or to reallocate their skillset, (2) this disruption is accompanied with 
capitalization effect leading to a high demand for new occupations, businesses or 
industries. Despite the inevitable impact of technology on employment, it is crucial to 
evaluate the fusion of digital, physical and biological technologies to enhance workforce’s 
capability to work alongside intelligent machines rather than its polarization on future 
employment (Schwab 2016, 40).  
 
To business respect, digital evolution in Industry 4.0 redefines customer expectation into 
experiences (Schwab 2016). With the application of CPS, IoT and IoS, both consumer 
and business are able to track and control product’s performance, its utility or possible 
errors (Schwab 2016, 18). Digital capabilities boost product’s value by optimizing sensors 
installed in products to instantaneously monitor its durability overtime (Schwab 2016, 55). 
Furthermore, widespread technology-enabled platforms (Uber, Amazon, Airbnb) on smart 
devices (smartphones, tablets) where users, assets and data are congregated to create a 
more convenient service consumption environment. These platforms rapidly emerge as 
the on-demand economy (or the sharing economy) (Schwab 2016, 19). AirBnB and Uber 
are typical examples of the sharing economy. While AirBnB is the most popular platform 
for accommodation and Uber is worldwide taxi provider, they own no properties. Within 
the sharing economy, these two companies successfully build up an interface to match 
supply and demand parties in a low-cost way. (Schwab 2016, 20.) The on-demand 
economy not only offers users convenience at the fingertips, but it also contributes to 
critical insights into customer needs for businesses. 
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Industry 4.0 offers great opportunities for sustainable industrial value creation. Beside its 
offerings to industrial productivity, Industry 4.0 aims to have less impact on nature as well 
as put a huge effort on restoring and regenerating ecosystem by intelligent technological 
systems (Schwab 2016, 65). The innovative solutions on data-centred and traceable 
carbon footprint analyses are implemented so as to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
(Peukert & al. 2015 in Müller, Kiel & Voigt 2018, 6). The sharing economy discussed 
above also contributes to positive sustainable value thanks to higher asset utilization rates 
by reuse, recycle or upcycle materials (Schwab 2016, 66). IoT augments the sustainable 
value even better thanks to its capability to track materials and energy flows for enhanced 
efficiency. Estimation has been made that IoT-based solutions would lower greenhouse 
gas emissions by 9.1 billion tons by 2020 which accounts for 16.5 percent (Schwab 2016, 
65). 
 
On individual level, it is undeniable that Industry 4.0 has integrated each individual into a 
seamlessly hyper-connected virtual world where benefits are unfolded along with 
consequent disadvantages. Starting from the first digital revolution, technology has 
perpetually offered us convenient and efficient means (the Internet, social networks, smart 
devices) to perform from simple to complex tasks. Digital revolution continues to draw our 
attention to another evolving level of digitalization by assimilating artificial intelligence, 
machine learning (along with voice recognition technology to create what we call today 
artificial personal assistant such as Siri, Google Assistant, Alexa) into one single smart 
device. Biological sphere is particularly underscored in Industry 4.0 by applying machine 
learning into wearable devices to track an individual’s health condition for corresponding 
recommendations. On the other hand, it has been a controversial debate whether 
technology has been manipulating our lives on daily basis. Experts have concerned the 
deep connection of humans with technology may influence our social skills, ability to 
empathize; scatter our thoughts, weaken our memory and make us tense and anxious 
(Schwab 2016, 101-102). Furthermore, the more wearable devices, smartphones, social 
networks accounts are activated, the more personal data is uploaded to particular 
business holder’s servers. The abundance of data increases the probability of data breach 
- the most concerned privacy issue since digital revolution boomed. The Facebook data 
breach in September this year caught media’s attention as hot issue because 419 million 
user accounts’ personal information were leaked (Winder 2019). Needless to say, with all 
the advantages technological implications have carried for us, they are not impeccable. 
Unravelling their pros and cons provides us proper intellect to make the best out of the 
virtual world while maintaining our healthy social life. 
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5 Internet of Things 
“The Internet of Things has the potential to change the world, just as the Internet did. 
Maybe even more so.” – Kevin Ashton 
 
The Internet of Things (IoT), one of the major digital megatrends enabled by Industry 4.0, 
has created the seamless connection between physical and digital applications (Tan & 
Wang 2010, 377; Schwab 2016a, 18). Chaudhuri (2019) defined IoT as: 
 
An emerging technology that enables interaction of uniquely identifiable computing 
devices that can be embedded with other interfaces like machines and humans, 
linked via wired and wireless networks, to capture contextual data from the 
environment it has been exposed to and create information network to provide new 
functionalities and digital business models. 
 
In other way, the Internet of Things technology can be understood as “things” or “objects” 
connect to the Internet and each other (Greengard 2015). For example, in IoT world, 
smartphones are described as “objects” which are not only capable of connecting to the 
Internet but also to other smart devices e.g. smartwatch. This interconnection provides 
constant exchangeable data between smartphone and smartwatch to provide users useful 
knowledge on daily schedule, heath status, notification, etc. on both devices. On a larger 
scale, IoT technology embraces interconnection of passive objects (desk, chair, bed, 
pillow, etc.,) to even innovate daily life. This chapter briefly introduces the cutting-edge IoT 
concept in theory and its applications for smart hotels. 
 
5.1 Features 
The IoT reference model, proposed by The Internet of Things World Forum, was defined 
to globally standardize the functions required for a complete IoT system (CISCO 2014). 
Exhibited by figure 6, seven levels are noted respectively: (1) physical devices and 
controllers, (2) connectivity, (3) edge computing, (4) data accumulation, (5) data 
abstraction, (6) application and (7) collaboration and processes. For the purpose of the 
study, CISCO’s model could be simplified into four main levels as (1) sensing, (2) 
connectivity, (3) data processing and (4) application.  
 
In level one, “objects” must be capable of analog-to-digital conversion for data generation 
and controlled over the Internet (CISCO 2014). Miorandi, Sicari, De Pellegrini & Chlamtac 
(2012, 1498) defined smart objects embody: (1) physical features, (2) communication 
functionalities, (3) unique identifier, (4) human-interactive name and machine-string 
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address, (5) computing capabilities, (6) possible ambient phenomena sensors. Smart 
devices are usually supported with nanotechnology and miniaturization which can make 
embedded intelligence in themselves (Tan & Wang 2010). Therefore, smart devices are 
not necessarily in a network which merely enhance human-to-human (H2H) and human-
to-machine communication (H2M). In IoT context, sensors play a key role to bridge virtual 
and physical world by activating interconnectedness between smart devices while 
boosting their functionalities in information process, self-configuration, etc., and eventually 
bring machine-to-machine communication (M2M) possible (Tan & Wang 2010; Miorandi & 
al. 2012). 
 
In level two, transmissions between devices and the network, across network are 
concentrated (CISCO 2014). To make the interaction possible, each device must have a 
unique identification number (UID) and an Internet Protocol (IP) address (Greengard 
2015, 15). The “things” or “objects” are linked by cords, wires and wireless technology 
such as satellites, cellular networks, radio frequency identification (RFID), wireless sensor 
networks (WSN), Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and so on (Greengard 2015, 15; Tan & Wang 201, 
377). In the forefront, Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) is a key identification 
technology enabler to accelerate the deployment of IoT (Atzori, Iera & Morabito 2010, 
2787; Tan & Wang 2010, 376; Miorandi & al. 2012, 1500; Greengard 2015, 17; Li, Xu & 
Zhao 2015, 244; Want, Schilit & Jenson 2015, 29). 
 
An RFID system enables automatic identification and data transmission which consists of 
three main components: radio waves, a tag and a reader. A tag could be active – powered 
by battery – or semi-passive – the chips powered by battery while communicating by 
energy from readers; or passive that do not require any power source attached but 
activated by radio frequency energy from a reader. Commonly, passive tags are triggered 
by directive coiled antennas from the readers so as to automatically exchange data within 
appropriate radio proximity. (Atzori & al. 2010, 2790; Greengard 2015, 17; Lee & Lee 
2015, 432.) Passive RFID is widely applied for supply-chain management and logistics 
sectors due to its low cost, miniaturization, and long usage lifetime (Atzori & al. 2010, 
2791; Miorandi & al. 2012, 1500). Based on RFID protocol, near-field communication 
(NFC) enables hassle-free communication between devices over short-range radio waves 
which is increasingly adopted since its extensive use in electronic payment systems 
(Lazaro, Villarino & Girbau 2018). Consequently, the majority of smartphones is equipped 
with NFC transceivers to even propagate its capabilities (Want & al. 2015). RFID and 
NFC, as well as barcodes, QR codes, plays salient precursors to the IoT ecosystem 
because they serve as speedy, cheap, simple activators to connect billions of 
unconnected things to the interconnected world. Besides, a variety of technologies 
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supporting the success of IoT deployment such as wireless sensor networks (WSN), 
middleware, cloud computing and so on, however, technologies other than RFID are 
excluded for the purpose of the study.  
 
In level three, contextual data collected are processed via multiple stages in order to 
completely transform raw data to insightful information using cloud-based storage and 
processing location (Chaudhuri 2019, 28). This volume of unstructured data generated by 
smart devices, sensors, social networks and other digital services contributes to a 
constant massive data, known as big data (Kambatla 2014 in Marjani & al. 2017, 5248). In 
IoT context, the relationship of IoT and big data is composed by three phases. First, the 
data collected from sensors or actuators are stored in low-cost commodity storage on the 
cloud. Second, the generated big data will be categorized based on volume, velocity and 
variety and stored in shared distributed fault-tolerant databases. Lastly, analytics tools are 
applied to analyse the big IoT data sets. (Marjani & al. 2017.) The optimization of big data 
analytic aims to produce rapid insights, predictions; identify recent trends and make 
decisions (Marjani & al. 2017). When the data extraction process is complete for 
interpretation, level four of IoT model is reached. At this stage, knowledgeable information 
is provided via different business applications, mobile applications and so on. (Chaudhuri 
2019, 32.) 
 
Confusion has been surrounded by the similarities of the two concepts CPS (review 
chapter 4.2) and IoT as they may share the same features and functionalities, however, 
CPS and IoT are two different concepts. CPS and IoT may share similarities due to the 
ability to exchange heterogeneous data between cyber systems and physical systems via 
a network in real time activated by the presence of sensors. However, CPS concept 
focuses on monitoring motors and actuators based on computational logic with the 
assistance of wired or wireless sensors; while IoT, on a larger scale, focuses on the 
connection of every objects to each other and with the Internet also with the presence of 
sensors. CPS’s sensors could be wired or wireless, on the other hand, objects in IoT 
communicate with each other wirelessly (Bluetooth, NFC, RFID, etc.). Briefly, CPS are 
based on the premise of IoT with the ultimate outcome is extracting knowledgeable output 
to end user. (Sehgal, Patrick & Rajpoot 2014.) 
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Figure 7. Cyber physical systems architecture versus Internet of Things architecture 
(adapted from Sehgal, Patrick & Rajpoot 2014) (used with permission) 
 
The Internet of Things offers a myriad of potential in the development of smart healthcare, 
smart home, smart city, smart retail, automated cars and so on. Biggest company like 
Google has already released smart speaker called Google Home in order to activate 
voice-over control for smart appliances in the vicinity via Google Home mobile app. 
Similarly, Apple supports Apple Health app to track personal health condition by data 
exchange between Apple Watch and Apple devices. These examples are the two of many 
on-going innovations in different industries. Despite current primitive progress, within the 
next few years, I firmly believe IoT would be able to expand its monumental influence 
exponentially.  
 
5.2 Applications for smart hotels 
In hotel industry, plenty of innovative applications have been implemented by big hotel 
chains like Hilton, Marriott International. Contextually, the term “smart hotels” is used to 
define lodging properties applying IoT, artificial intelligence, machine learning and other 
high-tech implications to entire operational system. Hotel technological implementation 
aims to transform guest’ experience, lighten workload while saving money and energy. At 
the moment, leading technologies like artificial intelligence in combination with IoT are 
profoundly transforming hotel operations from on-site interface services to off-site 
maintenance, management systems. 
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Figure 8. Prototype of smart hospitality services (adapted from Kansakar, Munir & 
Shabani 2019) (used with permission) 
 
Prospective hotel guests considerably benefit from high-tech innovations throughout their 
customer journey. During pre-experience phase, artificial intelligence and machine 
learning are leveraged on multiple travel-related channels to both transform customer 
service experiences as well as customize users’ preferences. TripAdvisor has done their 
best with AI to maintain being the most visited website for travel recommendations in the 
world. The main AI scheme is to sift through big data set of user-generated reviews to 
produce personalized recommendations based on users’ planning cycle. (Menze 2018.) 
AI is also optimized for hotel’s customer service interface in form of ‘chatbots’. Chatbots 
have been utilized to answer user’s queries relating to the service on various interfaces 
due to its instant-responding time. In case of complex queries, they are transferred to 
helpdesk members to solve. As long as the case is solved, chatbots are capable of 
learning the new response for the next occurrence. (Miller 2018.)  
 
Smart hotels offer miraculous in-house applications during experiential phase. Keyless 
mobile entry system has been deployed since 2014 by Starwood Hotels and Resorts 
empowered by their exclusive SPG mobile app. This functionality applies close-range 
Bluetooth connection between guest’s smartphone and hotel room’s door lock to give 
guests control over their stays and save more time upon arrival. (Peltler 2014, Ting 2016.) 
Similarly, other hotel chains like Hilton, Marriott, InterContinental Group and Hyatt have 
also propagated this trend by adapting this technology to their own properties (Ting 2016). 
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Hotel mobile app is not limited at being digital room key but it is even more powerful as a 
personal assistant. A hotel guest is able to control room temperature, lighting; request 
room service; itinerary planning; tourist information and so on via the app (Makadia 2018). 
Another way to upgrade in-room control system is through voice-controlled room 
assistants. Voice control system uses the AI-powered recognition technology embedded 
in smart devices to interpret speech pattern into corresponding hands-free real-time 
performance (Revfine 2018). Voice-controlled assistant plays as an enabler for H2M and 
M2M communication, simultaneously, learns guest’s personal preferences for future 
stays. In 2016, Wynn Las Vegas hotel equipped Amazon Echo, an Amazon’s smart voice-
enabled speaker, in 4,748 hotel rooms (Newsroom 2016). Marriott also implemented an 
IoT-enabled prototype room in partnership with Samsung and Legrand with the support of 
artificial assistant Alexa – an Amazon’s artificial assistant (Hertzfeld 2017). In the 
meantime, Hilton came up with “Connected Room” concept which Hilton’s CEO described 
as “the first truly mobile-centric hotel room” (Ting 2017).  
 
Hoteliers take advantage of IoT-enabled applications in back-house operational system. 
The utilization of AI and machine learning boost data analysis process to provide fruitful 
insight on guest’s preferences to make recommendations for future cases. Predictive 
repairs and maintenance schemes are performed by sensors installed in hotel appliances 
to recognize signs of deterioration or faults (Bera 2019). Additionally, the ambience-
sensor system is the key to efficiently conserve energy which results in optimized hotel 
expenditure (Norman 2018). Briefly, potential IoT-based applications are still on progress 
with more multifunctional capabilities to hospitality industry in the future.  
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6 Diffusion of innovations 
The current chapter discuss the diffusion of innovation to give better understanding on 
how society adopts objectively new innovations based on Rogers’ (2003) study. The IoT 
among other cutting-edge technologies is considered as an innovation due to its scarce 
application in current market. Hence, the diffusion of innovations theory apprehension is 
mandatory to analyse millennials travellers’ expectations for smart hotels in the empirical 
research. 
 
6.1 Basic concepts 
Rogers (2003, 5) conceptualized diffusion as “the process in which an innovation is 
communicated through certain channels over time among members of a social system. It 
is a special type of communication, in that the messages are concerned with new ideas”. 
He claimed diffusion as a special means of communication when new ideas are 
exchanged in form of messages which influences on social change. Referring to the 
statement, four main elements are emphasized: (1) innovation, (2) communication, (3) 
time and (4) social system. (Rogers 2003.) Hence, these components must be identified in 
order to acquire fruitful DOI-based insights. Rogers (2003, 12) explained innovation as “an 
idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of 
adoption”. The attribute “newness” of an innovation is objectively dependent on individual 
experience which “measured by the lapse of time since its first use of discovery” and 
expressed by knowledge, persuasion, or a decision to adopt (Rogers 2003). 
Communication channels represent all means (mass media, interpersonal channels) 
which messages are exchanged in a social system. Time regards to the rate of the 
diffusion/adoption process within a social system. (Mahajan & Peterson 1985.) A social 
system, in present context, relates to a group of individual, an organization, a state or a 
nation in which members are potential innovation adopters and share common culture 
(Mahajan & Peterson 1985). In simple terms, diffusion of innovations refers to the process 
of people adopting a new idea, product, object, and so on (Kaminski 2011). 
 
Rogers (2003) proposed an S-shaped curve to depict the diffusion process. The curve 
illustrates that adopter distribution starts slowly in each time period until it reaches 
maximum point from individuals in the system. In the beginning of the diffusion process, 
peer networks activate cumulative influences on individual’s perception whether to adopt 
or reject an innovation as the diffusion curve surges. Until half of social system members 
has adopted, the diffusion curve starts to slow and level off to reach an upper asymptote. 
At this stage, the diffusion process is complete. (Mahajan & Peterson 1985; Rogers 2003.)  
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Figure 9. The S-shaped diffusion curve (adapted from Millner 2 November 2007) (used 
with permission) 
 
Innovations theoretically share five common attributes that directly affect rates of 
adoption: (1) relative advantage, (2) compatibility, (3) complexity, (4) trialability and (5) 
observability (Rogers 2003). Relative advantage describes the extent to which an 
innovation is perceived more convenient, comfortable or beneficial to prospective 
adopters. Compatibility denotes whether an innovation is perceived be to consistent with 
social-cultural values, past experiences, and/or perceived needs. Complexity refers to the 
degree to which an innovation is difficult to use or understand. Trialability relates to an 
innovation’s possibility to experiment. Lastly, observability represents the visibility of an 
innovation to prospective adopters. (Rogers 2003.) Innovation diffusion aims to enhance 
relative advantage, compatibility, trialability, observability while mitigating complexity to 
achieve better rates of adoption.  
 
Rogers (2003) generalized five ideal adopter categories in terms of innovation adoption 
including innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards. Innovators 
account for 2.5 percent of the individuals in a social system who are the typical 
venturesome cosmopolites importing new ideas outside the system’s boundaries. They 
have deep knowledge in complex technology with high capability to cope with innovative 
uncertainty. They are followed by early adopters (13.5%) who are respected by others due 
to their high level in opinion leadership. Early adopters serve as inspiration to peers within 
local social system. The next category plays a key role in the diffusion process due to a 
large majority of individuals (34%) known as early majority. This group takes longer time 
to adopt an innovation for high degree of innovative uncertainty, however, their connection 
within peer networks exerts a powerful effect on the diffusion process. Similar to early 
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majority, the late majority (34%) takes up one third of members in the social system. They 
are sceptical and cautious about adopting innovations only if they aware of peer 
pressures. Last but not least, laggards (16%) who tend to isolate themselves in the social 
networks due to great suspicion of innovation’s success. Limited resources, and traditional 
mindset prevent them from actively engage in innovation-decision process as they must 
evaluate innovations based on peers with equivalent values. (Rogers 2003.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Adopter Categorization on the Basis of Innovativeness (adapted from Kurweil & 
Baker 2016) (used with permission) 
 
6.2 Innovation-decision process 
Potential adopters go through five stages of innovation adoption process: obtaining 
knowledge, persuasion, decision making, implementation, and confirmation. 
 
The initial knowledge obtaining phase, an individual is exposed to a certain innovation 
with opportunities to fully aware of its functionalities. The knowledge obtaining stage could 
be active or passive depending on their selective exposure and perception. Knowledge 
awareness may not always result from the individual’s need to solve a current problem, 
the innovation itself could create a need for the individual. The questions raised in this 
period commonly are “how does it work?” and “why does it work?”. During knowledge 
stage, only a minority of members in social system is aware of new innovation, hence, 
mass media channels play a significant role to expose innovative knowledge to social 
system. As soon as the individual obtains adequate amount of information, he or she may 
express a favourable or unfavourable toward the innovation at the next persuasion stage. 
Affective thinking is activated during this phase as the individual figuring out advantages 
and disadvantages by adopting the innovation. Interpersonal channels are optimally 
applied rather than mass media because he or she looks for a convincing source to help 
him or her come up with adopting decision. The next stage called the decision stage in 
which the individual decides to adopt or reject the innovation by engaging in trial basis. 
Without trial offerings, the possibility for rejection is higher. If the individual decides to 
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adopt the innovation, he or she moves on to implementation stage where the innovation is 
put into use. This stage may extend for long period of time because strictly mental thinking 
and deciding exercises are processed. The last stage, confirmation, represents the re-
evaluation for innovation-decision made in the previous stage. If conflicting messages are 
available during this period, discontinuance and dissonance would prevent him or her 
from adopting the innovation described by replacement or full rejection. (Rogers 2003.) 
 
6.3 Diffusion of innovations to millennials and hotels 
Hospitality industry, as a service-based industry, must deal with social and economic 
changes to meet customer needs while increasing competition and reputation among 
counterparts. All these changes must be made by ceaseless implementations on quality 
improvement, cost efficiency, flexibility gain, creativity and innovative methods. (Radu & 
Vasile 2007.) On top of that, as millennials, known for their technology competencies 
(refer to subchapter 2.3.3 and 3.2), account for the majority of innovators and early 
adopters serving as a valuable asset to hotels’ success (Blackburn 2011). On the grow of 
Industry 4.0 where millennials are expecting more technological advances in every aspect 
of life, the need of innovation especially smart technology adoption, becomes inexorable 
in hospitality industry. 
 
As being studied in chapter 2.3, millennials are considered to be tech savvy with high level 
of education and wide social connection, smart technology is easily diffused among the 
cohort.  A minority of millennials can be innovators based on the eagerness of seeking 
new ideas in addition to strong online presence on social networks (Blackburn 2011, 670). 
Despite sharing the same background, a considerable number of millennials can be 
classified as early adopters. They look up to innovators to benefit from their endorsements 
before adopting an innovation. (Blackburn 2011, 671.) During five stages of innovation-
decision process, millennials show specific attributes before making final decision. At 
knowledge stage, they are active learners and easily able to learn the smart technology 
on the Internet or via interpersonal channels, e.g. they acknowledge a new iPhone 11 
advertisement on Facebook and search on Google to look for more specifications. 
However, they also consider the benefits of adopting smart technology on current 
perceived needs, e.g. they consider if they would need to pay 780 euros for a phone that 
they only care about basic functions as social media, dialling, messaging and music. Do 
they afford buying it with the current financial status? What is the return on investment if 
they buy it? etc. Tons of questions are made before getting to decision phase where they 
make the statement “Yes, I like it!” or “No” to the innovation in question. The next 
implementation stage indicates that the innovation is finally in use e.g. they buy the new 
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iPhone 11 and actually use it on daily basis. The last stage: confirmation give millennials 
opportunity to re-evaluate the innovation after a period of time, e.g. they may not see the 
iPhone usefulness anymore, or they do not think it is worth the price and probably leading 
to discontinuance. The smart technology is easily diffused and adopted among 
millennials; however, the innovation-decision behaviour varies among different adopters. 
Needless to say, millennials are the pioneers in technology and they are the reason smart 
technology is evolving.   
 
Wang & Qualls (2007) proposed the two constructs have influenced hospitality 
organization’s technology adoption are perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. 
 
The notion of perceived usefulness in technology adoption refers to an adopter’s 
subjective assessments on its potent utilities and benefits. As being discussed in chapter 
5.2, smart technology features a potent tool to improve operation efficiency (Yu & Lee, 
2009) but also co-create guest experiences (Neuhofer, Buhalis, Ladkin 2015), improve 
organizational performance (Melián-González & Bulchand-Gidumal, 2016) and marketing 
effectiveness (Okumus 2013). Smart technology optimized IoT embodies interconnectivity 
and interoperability which not only supports dynamic, contextual data exchange for back-
end efficiency, business forecasting, strategic planning and cost-saving schemes; but also 
attain hospitality’s goal: personalization and digitalization services (Buhalis & Leung 2018; 
Langford, Weissenberg, Gasdia 2019; Kansakar, Munir & Shabani 2019). Smart 
technology affects the market place as it opens new opportunities for competitiveness 
(Buhalis & Leung 2018). According to Bolwijn & Kumpe (1990), four patterns of 
competition are featured to enhance a company’s success among rivals: (1) under price 
pressure, (2) under quality pressure, (3) under flexibility pressures and (4) under the 
pressure of innovativeness. The first competition regards to the ability to maintain cost 
efficiency to organization and wise pricing to customers. The second one refers to 
ensuring product’s quality in competition with other counterparts. The third pattern 
characterizes the company’s capacity to adapt to new products and processes in a 
speedy pace. The last pattern focuses on the constant development of various 
innovations to catch up with economic changes and business dynamism while opening 
new opportunities for new product or services. Targeting in smart technology, hospitality 
organizations could enhance the market position while revolutionizing the hospitality 
nature. 
 
In addition to perceived usefulness, hoteliers’ technology adaption behaviour is also 
influenced by perceived ease of use. Wang and Qualls (2007) referred this notion to the 
extent a potential user expects the target innovation to be free of effort during adoption 
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process. This indicates the simpler the innovation, the more possible hoteliers would 
adopt it. Consequently, RFID technology has been easily adopted not only for perceived 
usefulness but also perceived ease of use. Thanks to it, people are getting closer to the 
world of IoT. However, regarding smart technology in industrial applications, its utilization 
is still on the initial stage due to the high uncertainty occurred during adoption process 
mostly based on the lack of prototypes (low trialability) as well as technical knowledge 
(high complexity), high cost on infrastructural installation. Therefore, smart technology is 
quite challenging to be adopted large-scale based on perceived ease of use at the 
moment, however, as the table turns in the next coming years where IoT technology 
dominates everything, will hoteliers consider adopting it to their properties? 
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7 Research methodology 
The author has evaluated the goals and objectives of this paper to select the most 
sufficient approach to the topic. Two research methods have been considered for the 
empirical part: quantitative and qualitative. 
 
Quantitative strategy is based on the quantity, hence offers the collection of numerical 
data to apprehend the relationship between theory and the social phenomenon applying 
deductive approach (Krishnaswami & Satyaprasad 2010, 5; Bell & Bryman 2015, 160). In 
quantitative research, the theory has been acknowledged, thus research implementation 
plays as grounded testimony to validate the theory in question. Whereas qualitative 
research investigates the relationship between theory and social phenomenon by 
inductive approach. By conducting a qualitive research, a deep understanding of the 
social world is interpreted through participants’ perspectives. (Bell & Bryman 2015, 392.) 
In contrast to quantitative method, qualitative research concerns more texts and words 
rather than statistics with the aim to generate theory based on social phenomenon. 
Regarding the goal of this paper, quantitative research is the most sufficient approach to 
the research problem.  
 
7.1 Research approach 
This study is research-oriented type following quantitative method with deductive 
approach because internal and external factors are known influencing the millennials’ 
expectations for smart hotels. As quantitative research “requires theories or models of a 
phenomenon subject to research or an understanding of the phenomenon exists” 
(Kananen 2013, 33), previous researches and theories studied millennials as tech-savvy 
consumers have been claimed to support this study. 
 
By conducting a quantitative research, the study can “deliver exact, quantified information 
that can directly utilized in business economics and used for forecasting” (Kananen 2013, 
32). A successful quantitative research would fulfil these objectives: (1) to investigate 
millennials’ travel behaviour, (2) to identify their technological needs in hotel room, (3) to 
acknowledge millennials’ attitude towards IoT applications in hotel room. Research 
instrument for this study is an online questionnaire using Webropol software for millennials 
living in Helsinki Metropolitan area in order to pursue these objectives.  
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7.2 Research design and sampling  
A cross-sectional design, so-called a social survey design is applied for this study. Bell & 
Bryman (2015, 62) define a cross-sectional design involves “the collection of data on more 
than one case and at a single point in time in order to collect a body of quantitative or 
quantifiable data in connection with two or more variables” for pattern association 
detection. The term “survey” indicates a cross-sectional research design where data is 
collected by questionnaire or structured interview (Bell & Bryman 2015, 63). Or as 
Creswell (2003, 153) states “a survey design provides a quantitative or numeric 
description of trends, attitudes, or opinions of a population by studying a sample of that 
population”. Since cross-sectional design offers the data collection on more than one 
case, selected variables are encountered to make distinction between cases (Bell & 
Bryman 2015, 61).  
Key variables of this study are: (1) millennial’s travel behaviour, (2) millennial traveller’s 
behaviour on mobile devices, (3) millennial traveller’s behaviour on social media, (4) 
millennial’s awareness and attitude towards IoT-enabled applications. 
Cross-sectional design requires the data on variables to be collected at the same time. 
This design not only helps to increase response rate but also provides researcher 
immediate answers on variables without going through complex procedures. Moreover, 
one of the advantages of the design is the ability to form quantifiable data which results in 
consistent benchmark for researchers. (Bryman & Bell 2015, 62.) Another usefulness 
optimizing this design is the examination on relationships between variables on large 
sample of population without the researcher’s manipulation.  
As discussed earlier, the study only focuses on the millennials, thus, the members of this 
cohort are the target population (or the sampling frame) for the empirical research. 
Population is associated with the total number of people in a nation or town who have the 
same characteristic (Creswell 2012, 142; Bryman & Bell 2015, 187). Whereas the 
sampling frame is “a group of individuals with some common defining characteristic that 
the researcher can identify and study” (Creswell 2012, 142). However, it is impossible to 
involve the entire millennial population in the study due to limited time and resources. In 
that sense, a sample of millennials is made to enhance to possibility of the research. 
Creswell (2012, 142) defines a sample as “a subgroup of the target population that the 
researcher plans to study for generalizing about the target population”. Sampling can be 
done by two approaches: probability sampling and nonprobability sampling. In probability 
sampling, individuals who are representative of the population, are randomly selected with 
the aim to keep the sampling error to a minimum. Applying this approach helps generalize 
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findings derived from a sample to the population (Bryman & Bell 2015, 195). On the 
contrary, nonprobability sampling offers the availability and convenience for seeking 
participants who volunteer and agree to be studied. This means researcher is able to 
select appropriate participants within the sampling frame to investigate for the study. 
Nonprobability sampling is composed of two main types: convenience sampling and 
snowball sampling. The former implies the sampling takes place when the researcher 
selects participants because they are willing and available to be studied, whereas the 
latter offers the researcher opportunity to aske participants to identify others to become 
members of the sample. (Creswell 2012, 145-146.)   
Due to limited time and resources, this study has followed nonprobability sampling 
approach with mixed convenience and snowball methods. The questionnaire was 
distributed among the author’s acquaintances, friends and hotel guests in Helsinki 
Metropolitan area while encouraging them to invite their peers to participate the study.  
7.3 Data collection  
According to Creswell (2012, 9), data collection refers to “identifying and selecting 
individuals for a study, obtaining their permission to study them, and gathering information 
by asking people questions or observing their behaviours”. For this quantitative data 
collection, numbers (test scores, frequency of behaviours) or words (responses, opinions, 
quotes) are identified for further analysis (Creswell 2012, 10). 
 
The research instrument for this study is online structured, self-administrated 
questionnaire due to its convenience such as low cost, pace efficiency in data collection 
while covering a larger sample population (Bourque & Fielder 2003, 14). Data collection 
will be done using Webropol - an adequate tool to provide statistical analytics on the 
research. Webropol supports a public link generator to easily distribute the questionnaire 
(https://webropol.com/s/getting-jandi-a-bachelor-degree-campaign-spring-2020). The 
online questionnaire is a sufficient instrument for this study due to many reasons: (1) the 
target group is millennials who are familiarized with online interactions, (2) the public link 
to the questionnaire enhances the distribution efficiency, (3) no time or location 
constraints since online questionnaire is not temporally nor geographically restricted, (4) 
this electronic method also cuts down on the demand of paper and pen compared to the 
conventional one, (5) data report is well-managed by available functionalities supported by 
Webropol. 
 
The survey was launched on 1st March 2020 and ended on 15th March 2020, the total 
duration for data collection is two weeks. The public survey link was sent to managers of 
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Radisson Blu Hotels and Sokos Hotels in Helsinki Metropolitan area with the aim to reach 
to hotel guests. Apart from that, the link was also distributed on social media (Facebook, 
Instagram) to the author’s peer network. Understanding the extensive social media’s 
usage of millennials, the author has picked these platforms as the main channels to 
disseminate the survey to the target sample. The survey distribution on Facebook was 
displayed as a public event where access is open public. With this distribution method, 
any user interested in the survey can easily participate without restrictions. Additionally, 
private messages were also sent among author’s peer network. Moreover, the link was 
permitted to be distributed to some corporates in Helsinki Metropolitan area. The 
corporates would like to keep themselves anonymous for this study. Due to small budget 
and limited time frame, a sample size of n=105 has been collected.  
 
7.4 Questionnaire design 
As being discussed earlier, the research instrument for this study is online, self-
administrated questionnaire which is exclusively created for this study to answer the 
research questions and meet objectives. The questionnaire is composed of mainly closed-
ended questions answered by limited obligatory choices and 10-point Likert scale. The 
questionnaire was tested by the author’s peers to ensure no biased questions confusing 
participants before publishing.  
  
The questionnaire consists 27 questions in which 13 questions must be answered by 
ready-made choices while the rest of the questionnaire (14 questions) is answered by 10-
point Likert scale which is an effective method to indicate participant’s behavioural 
characteristics. Additionally, open answers are also offered among ready-made choices if 
participants cannot find any option describe their views. The Likert scale is a useful 
method to measure millennials’ attitude on particular phenomenon which later serves as 
fruitful behavioural pattern insight on travelling and technology preference. The author 
decided to facilitate Likert scale by sliding motion where participants answer the question 
by sliding the bar cursor to their preferable point varied from 0 to 10. By optimizing the 
sliding motion, participants have more freedom in describing their attitude. 
 
The survey is completely carried out in English which is divided in four parts (5 pages): (1) 
focus on millennials’ travelling behaviour, (2) focus on millennial travellers’ behaviour on 
mobile devices, (3) focus on millennials’ lodging preferences and (4) focus on millennials’ 
attitude on smart technology. On top of each page is a customized progress notice from 
the author to motivate participants during the survey. The questionnaire’s structure is 
arranged from general knowledge to specific topic. This arrangement prevents a deluge of 
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complex questions in the beginning while they are not mentally familiarized with the 
research topic. The descriptive layout of the questionnaire is attached in the appendices.   
 
7.5 Reliability and validity  
Regarding empirical research, reliability and validity are the two crucial constructs to 
measure the success of a particular study. Reliability refers to the consistency and 
stability of a measure of a concept (Creswell 2012, 159; Bryman & Bell 2015, 169). 
Meanwhile validity is defined as the degree to which the chosen measures actually 
interpret the concept (Creswell 2012, 159). The two terms usually overlap due to their 
close correlation. To clarify the difference, validity ensures test interpretation precision 
while reliability is a more generic term regarding a measure of consistency. In another 
way, appropriate research approach improves research validity while good survey 
question design enhances reliability. Validity and reliability are related because if the 
measure is not reliable, it cannot be valid. 
 
Reliability is categorized into five forms: test-retest, alternate forms, alternate forms and 
test-retest, interrater and internal consistency reliability (Creswell 2012, 160). Test-retest 
reliability refers to procedure examining sample’s scores twice within a period of time. 
Alternate forms reliability involves the preparation of two similar research instrument to 
examine the scores consistency. The alternate forms and test-retest reliability is 
technically the variety of the two previous types of reliability. Interrater reliability procedure 
entails one or more individuals engaging in observing of participants’ behaviour to make 
comparison between two parties’ scores. Lastly, internal consistency regards to the 
consistency of an individual’s attitude towards a phenomenon across the items on the 
instrument. (Creswell 2012.) Due to low budget and time, internal consistency reliability is 
employed to maintain reliability at sufficient level. Before publishing, the questionnaire was 
tested by several intellectual post-graduate millennials to ensure no biased questions left. 
However, bias could have occurred due to uncertain participant’s mood or the lack of 
focus during the survey. Online method may cause loss of data; thus, incomplete 
responses are eliminated from the survey to maintain coherent data analysis. Moreover, 
all responses from participants who are not millennial are also opted out of the analysis. 
The author initially aimed for more than 150 responses for solid reliability, however, the 
eligible collected data was limited only to 100 which narrows down the reliability level of 
the empirical research. In general, questionnaire for this study is designed with simplicity 
and coherent pattern to not only engage participants with the flow but also keep response 
bias to minimum.  
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Besides reliability, validity plays the key role in terms of credibility of the study. As being 
discussed earlier, the collected data must accurately reflect the phenomenon in question 
for solid validity. Following the purpose and objectives of the study, quantitative is the best 
approach to achieve these goals, additionally, previous studies discussed above enhance 
the study’s validity by offering authentic evidences to analyse millennials’ expectations 
towards smart hotels. Questions in the survey have been formulated in correlation with the 
research questions and literature findings for explicit results. However, the sample may 
not give a thorough view on business travellers as it is considered as one of the limitations 
found in questionnaire design. Additionally, questionnaire mentioned several questions 
related to social media and mobile devices which may not fully reflect millennial travellers’ 
technology behaviour. By adding the obligatory function to every question, all responses 
are entirely received to fulfil accurate data analysis. Despite the inequality among age 
groups, responses remain valid because they represent the millennial.  
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8 Key findings  
In this part, the key empirical findings are presented accordingly to responses retrieved 
during data collection process. Data analysis has been done directly on provided software 
Webropol to give out fruitful insight on the research questions. Illustrations are in forms of 
table pie chart and column chart depending on different types of survey question. The 
total of 108 responses have been collected, however only 100 of them are eligible for 
millennial cohort. The findings are structured based on variables defined in chapter 7.2 to 
give readers a thorough overview of the key results.  
 
8.1 Profile of the respondents 
 
Figure 11. Age of respondents (n = 100) 
 
The quantity of eligible responses collected is n=100, respondents vary from 20 to 40 
years old who meet the criterion for millennial generation. Overall, respondents from 20 to 
25 years old takes up the largest segment (29%) while respondents from 36 to 40 years 
old only accounts for 19% of the total 100 collected responses. Surprisingly, the number 
of respondents in age group 26 to 30 is equivalent to the counterpart in age group 31 to 
35 as each contributes to 26% of the total participants. Geographically, all responses have 
been collected in Finland, mostly in Metropolitan area which contributes to more valid 
results for sharing mutuality in culture. Nonprobability sampling method has offered the 
author to seek qualified participants for the research, thus, most participants are 
bachelor’s degree education level or more. Consequently, this group of respondents could 
find it easier to approach the research problems thanks to the familiarity with technology 
and its utility on daily basis.  
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8.2 Millennial travellers’ behaviour 
Following the theoretical part about millennial traveller’s behaviour, this part provides 
interesting findings on millennials’ travel preference based on their accumulated 
experiences. Millennial’s travel, accommodation preferences and travel spending are 
revealed. 
For this study, travel purposes are divided into two categories: leisure and business. Out 
of 100 respondents, the majority (94%) makes zero to two trips a year while only more 
than half of whom (56%) is on business trip less than two times per year. Intriguingly, the 
number of respondents going on business trip for two to three times accounts for 30% 
which is six times greater than leisure purpose. These figures indicate the travel frequency 
among millennials is quite low even though they are travel enthusiasts according to 
theoretical part. Low frequency in travel could result from their busy lifestyle since most of 
the respondents are now engaging in full-time study or/and intense working life. However, 
this does not claim that millennials are not travel pioneers as they know make the best out 
of their trips. 
 
Figure 12. Number of trips per year on leisure and business purposes (n = 100) 
 
When asked about accommodation preferences regarding a leisure or business trip, 
millennials generally express a higher desire towards hotels, hostels and rented 
apartments. Although every respondent was allowed to give more than one answer for 
accommodation preferences, hotels still hold the dominant position among other lodging 
options (hostels, motels and rented apartments) regardless leisure (65%) or business 
purpose (99%). 
 
Besides hotels, millennials also consider rented apartments (62%) as much as hostels 
(54%) as their lodging preferences for leisure trips. Three responses prefer to stay at 
Airbnb during leisure trip which adds rented apartments percentage up to 65% in total. For 
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leisure purpose, various accommodation types are considered based on different 
destination offerings. Most millennials are now quite stable in finance, picking a hotel for 
their leisure trip is an optimal option, especially, for the ones with kids. On the other hand, 
hostels are among top choices since a significant number of millennials enjoy low-budget 
trips or they would love to make more peer connection during the holiday. Rented 
apartments with the rise of on-demand economy have made their way to catch millennials’ 
attention recently by engaging affordability and convenience in a package. As a matter of 
fact, motels are not in top picks (6%) probably due to its unpopularity in accommodation 
industry or most of the respondents are not interested in long-haul road trips. For business 
trips, hotels are certainly the leading accommodation option (99%) despite 1% in motels 
and 10% in rented apartments. Business trips are usually offered by organizations; thus, 
corporate rates are applied between lodging properties and the business. In that sense, 
choosing hotels over other accommodation types is beneficial for partnership 
development between the two parties themselves while the lodging properties could grasp 
the chance to improve brand awareness.  
 
 
Figure 12. Accommodation preferences for leisure and business purpose (n = 100) 
 
Comprehension in millennials’ travel experience preferences contributes to fruitful insight 
about their travel behaviour. As a multiple-choice question, all respondents are allowed to 
pick their favourable experiences when travelling regardless business or leisure purpose. 
As a result, millennials are interested in all sorts of experience including relaxing (85%), 
local (84%), cuisine (78%) and adventurous experience (60%). However, four percent of 
100 respondents has mentioned different experiences other than above choices. Out of 
four responses, three of them have added child-friendly experience as one of the criteria 
for their upcoming trip while one respondent expressed his or her interest in unique 
experience based on what destination has to offer.  
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Figure 13. Experiences millennials look for a trip (n = 100) 
 
Regarding millennials’ spending on accommodation per night and total trip, the below 
chart (figure 14) illustrates fascinating interpretation for millennial’s travel behaviour. The 
spending amount is provided accordingly to the previous trip taken by the respondents. 
 
 
Figure 14. Millennial’s spending on total trip (left) versus spending on accommodation per 
night (right) (n = 100) 
 
In terms of accommodation, most respondents (65%) only spent less 100 euros, 32% of 
them spent 100 to 200 euros and 3% spent 200 to 300 euros while nobody spent more 
than 300 euros for accommodation per night. Observing these figures, millennials once 
again determine that they price-conscious and budget travellers. Following the trends for 
hotels, hostels and rented apartment found above, spending less than 200 euros per night 
for accommodation is utterly logical. Most small-scale and mid-scale hotels’ room rates 
are found less than 150 euros, thus hostels and rented apartments (or Airbnb properties) 
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are even less expensive. These figures have also revealed the lack of preference towards 
luxury lodging properties among millennial respondents. To total spending aspect, 45% of 
the respondents spent 200 to 500 euros, on the other hand, only 3% claimed to spend 
more than 1000 euros last trip. Low budget travellers who spent less than 200 euros 
account for 25% which is only greater than 17% spending 500 to 700 euros and 10% 
spending 700 to 100 euros on the last trips. In general, total spending varies on different 
travel purposes, however, millennials appear to be big spenders when it comes to 
travelling (figure 14). 
 
8.3 Millennial travellers’ technology behaviour 
After the data investigation on millennial travellers’ behaviour, examination their 
technology behaviour gives more intel to solidify the theoretical findings above. The 
survey focuses on the importance of mobile devices and social media, simultaneously the 
extent of engagement millennials users keep in these media on 10-point Likert scale. 
Multiple questions on mobile and social media usage have been asked throughout their 
previous trip’s customer journey: pre-experience, experience and post-experience.  
 
Figure 15. Mobile devices and social media’s role in a trip (n = 100) 
 
Participants were asked to “scale the importance of mobile devices in searching for 
destination information before a trip” to give an overview of how they optimize technology 
during pre-experience stage. According to the bar chart below, destination search on 
mobile devices is visually deemed important among millennial travellers. The majority of 
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respondents scaled the importance of destination search on mobile devices from six to ten 
which implies the demand towards mobile devices before a trip is a must. The climax of 
thirty respondents scaling the mobile devices’ importance at the absolute value, ten, 
provided in the scale comparing to relatively high figures found at value eight (23%) and 
nine (19%). The total of responses received for rate six and seven is not remarkably high 
as nine and fifteen respectively, however, they this group of millennials consider mobile 
devices for destination search pre-journey is essential. The rest scaling below six only 
accounts for 4% showing little interest in searching destination on mobile devices. In 
general, millennials are seemingly keen on mobile devices for destination information 
searching before a trip. 
 
In terms of social media use pre-journey, the engagement of millennials in reading relating 
posts on social media is measured via the survey. Data collected has showed the level of 
engagement in reading travel-related contents on social media pre-journey varies among 
millennial participants. Highest values recorded from the survey on this issue are six and 
eight with 14% of responses in each one. Although the accumulated number of responses 
for rating above six is 57 presenting demand for reading contents on social media 
channels, the considerable number of 43 millennials finds themselves out of social media 
needs before a trip. Briefly, millennial travellers do not display significant need on social 
media before a trip.  
 
Likewise, the degree of peer connection on social media during a trip is measured to 
strengthen theory discussed above: millennials are always peer connected. Recorded 
data from the survey has illustrated a remarkable variation from value two to value ten. 
Few responses admitted they did not or less maintain peer connection while travelling as 
values from zero to three represent low rating. Similarly, values from four to seven varies 
between six to nine respondents as they claimed to keep in touch with peers via social 
media in moderate level. While most of millennial respondents extremely engage in peer 
connection on social media with the rates of response received at values eight to ten are 
18%, 18% and 20% respectively. Generally, millennials do engage in peer connection 
while travelling but the intensity differs from each individual and purpose of travelling. 
 
In figure 15, illustration on millennials’ engagement in sharing contents on social media 
post-journey is presented. Responses received for this issue are not consistent as they 
fluctuate over the whole scale. Nonetheless, high rate of response at values three (12%), 
from six (14%), seven (15%) and eight (16%) is noticeable while other values attribute 
little responses. Consequently, conclusion could be drawn that millennials pay interest in 
engaging in content sharing on social media after a trip. Lastly, figure 16 depicts the 
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importance of high-tech appliances such as smart TV, automatic lightning system, 
automatic temperature system, in-room tablet, etc., in hotels. As a matter of fact, 
millennial travellers express  a huge interest towards high-tech appliances in hotels. High 
response rates, vary from 14% to 21%, found at values six to nine consolidate millennials 
as digital natives. 
 
Figure 16. Millennial travellers’ relative importance of high-tech appliances in hotels (n = 
100) 
 
8.4 Millennial travellers’ awareness on smart technology 
The previous analyses on millennial travellers’ general behaviour and their technology 
behaviour has given fruitful intel to study awareness and behaviour on smart technology, 
especial IoT-enabled technology, for travel purposes. This part gives an overview of how 
much millennials are aware of the emerging technology to the present and future travel 
scenarios.  
 
To start off with the smart technology awareness part in the survey, participants were 
asked about their general knowledge on Internet of Things to not only to ensure the 
validity for upcoming questions but also to generalize millennials’ awareness on 
technology innovation updates. Out of 100 respondents, 78% claimed to hear about IoT 
while 22% of them have not known about it yet. These figures are useful to consolidate 
scholars’ theory as millennials are tech-savvy. Figure 17 features typical sources help 
millennials acknowledge IoT. Among the 78 respondents knowing about IoT, 63 people 
found it from media channels including Internet, TV, radio, podcasts, newspaper, 
magazines, etc. Other sources like personal communication and reference are also 
embraced by 21% and 30% of the respondents respectively. Thanks to this data, 
millennials are ascertained to be educated, digital natives and unlimited connection to 
media channels.  
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Figure 17. Sources millennials learn about Internet of Things (n = 100) 
 
Multiple in-use smart technology applications for hotel operations have been brought up in 
the survey with the aim to research on millennial’s relative expectation on them. Six main 
functionalities have been examined: (1) hotel check-in system, (2) smartphone as hotel 
room key, (3) in-room ambience control by mobile devices, (4) hotel room keycard, (5) in-
room voice-controlled system and (6) energy usage control/optimization. The bar chart in 
figure 18 depicts a positive tendency towards smart technology relative 
usefulness/importance for travel purposes as gradual growth is noted to value seven with 
a slight decrease towards maximum value. 
 
The peak is reached at value ten with 40% of respondents regard hotel room keycard is 
the utmost useful when it comes to hotel stay. Following the peak is the ability to control 
and optimize energy usage with 23 responses rating at value seven and 22 responses for 
value eight. Hotel check-in system is also regarded as significant as controlling and 
optimizing energy usage with remarkable responses found for value seven to ten (68 
responses). Likewise, the ability to use smartphones as hotel room key is attributed as 
relatively important due to major responses from value seven to ten are recorded (62 in 
total). Millennial participants do not differ in-room ambience control by mobile devices’ 
usefulness much from the last functionalities since they regard it fairly to comparatively 
crucial during hotel stay with highest score (18 responses) received at value seven. 
Similarly, in-room voice-controlled system is considered as quite important due to 
increasing score recorded from value four to seven as climax achieved by 20 responses. 
Exceptionally, the empirical results embody a notable amount of 13 participants consider 
voice-over system is useless to them for hotel service. 
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Regardless inevitable fluctuation among variables, millennial respondents characterize the 
aforementioned IoT-enabled applications as fairly to relatively important based on different 
purposes. The degree of IoT’s usefulness vary among participants; therefore, results may 
reflect upon the common responses in the sampling size.  
 
 
Figure 18. Smart technology relative expectation among millennial travellers (n = 100) 
 
On top of their positive expectations for smart technology, millennials also concern about 
privacy leak and less personal touch in this emerging virtual world. Figure 19 
demonstrates a big concern over privacy and personal touch issues among millennials 
since most scores recorded from value seven to ten compared to the rest of the scale. 
There is no big difference in concern between privacy issue and less personal touch in the 
scale due to slight fluctuation found at value seven to ten. The data elucidates that 
millennials are highly educated explained by their awareness of smart technology is not 
limited by only positive impacts but also its weaknesses.  
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Figure 19. Millennials’ concern about privacy leak and less personal touch (n = 100) 
 
As current awareness of smart technology has been examined, a solid foundation has 
been laid to shape millennials’ expectation for smart hotels in future scenario. Figure 20 
exhibits an increasing willingness to pay for smart hotels for upcoming trips among 
millennial participants. There has been no score at absolute value ten, however, steady 
surge has been displayed from value four to eight. The climax is recorded at value eight 
with 19 responses while the lowest is only 2 responses at value zero. Generally, smart 
hotels are still regarded with skepticism, instead, optimism still remains among millennials. 
 
Figure 20. Millennials’ relative willingness to pay for smart hotels (n = 100) 
 
Finally, when asked about picking accommodation preferences for upcoming trips, 
millennials express their sentiments in a consistent manner. Data shows 40% of 
participants is interested in smart hotels, simultaneously, same amount is found also in 
hybrid hotels. Among the rest of 20% respondents, 17% claimed to prefer traditional 
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hotels while 3% responded they do not have any preference, the preference depends on 
their budget and location wise.  
 
Figure 21. Millennials’ accommodation preference for upcoming trips (n = 100) 
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9 Discussions  
In this chapter, interpretation of the empirical research’s key findings in reference to 
literature review is given to answer the research questions. 
 
9.1 What do millennials look for when travelling? 
Millennials look forward to intangible travelling experiences regardless of travel purposes 
by making the most value out of an itinerary (FutureCast 2016; Deloitte 2019). In that 
sense, they prefer to spend money on interesting priceless, authentic, cultural-immersed 
experiences rather than tangible objects (Pendergast 2009, 14; Garikapati 2016; Airbnb 
2016; Fromm 2018; Sofronov 2018). WYSE Travel Confederation (2014) found that the 
most important motivations for millennials are to interact with local people and experience 
daily life in another country. Evidently, the empirical research has shown millennials’ huge 
interest in adventurous (60%), cuisine (78%), local (84%) and especially relaxing 
experience (85%). The immense enthusiasm for travelling could result from the original 
characteristics formed from childhood: they have been raised with loadable pressure 
hence millennials as adults value experiences as a way of relaxing and escapism (Howe 
& Strauss 2000). Additionally, millennials are deemed to be not only optimistic, confident 
but also tolerant and open-minded which motivates them to enhance a sense of self-
awareness (Howe & Strauss 2000; Huang & Petrick 2009, 30; FutureCast 2016; Tanner 
2010, 38). Cavagnaro, Staffieri & Postma (2018) reported that young tourists tend to skip 
on travel and accommodation costs to spend more on the destination. Despite of high 
demand for hotel and hostel stay, millennials gradually shift the lodging preference to on-
demand economy where rented apartments play the key role in hospitality industry. 
Millennials as value-conscious and price-wise travellers who are able to thoroughly do 
research on destination to fully immerse in the experience with decent comfort and 
affordability (O‘Connel 2015; Hamed 2017, 4; Morton 2002 in Huang & Petrick 2009).  
 
While Barton, Haywood, Jhunjhunwala & Bhatia (2013) stated that millennials make 4-5 
trips per year, the empirical findings showed contradicting results. Millennials barely travel 
more than two trips a year (94% travel less than two trips a year for leisure and 56% for 
business purpose). This finding demonstrates that millennials do not necessarily travel 
often, otherwise, they embrace the trip as valuable experiences. Moreover, Richards 
(2011) found that on a major trip young people spend on average of US$2,600 and WYSE 
Travel Confederation 2016 also indicated 50% of millennials spent over 1000 euros for the 
whole trip. The empirical results do not seem to match the aforementioned findings since 
the length of the trips were not measured for accurate comparison.  
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9.2 Are millennials dependent on technology when travelling? 
Millennials, digital natives in nature, have always been attached to technology as a 
necessity since their childhood. At the new dawn of technology advancement, millennials 
have already been constantly saturated my mass media through television and computers 
(Caruso 2014, 54). For that reason, it is undeniable that they instinctively make 
adaptations to incoming technologies as a way of life (Caruso 2014, 150). For travel 
purposes, millennials regard digital devices as vital tools for swiftness in travel-related 
issues (Future Foundation 2016). Consequently, millennial travellers see digital 
accessibility as significant role as any basic human needs like food or shelter (FutureCast 
2016). As being discussed in the theoretical part, millennials actively refer to numerous 
information sources including TV, documentaries, video and social media via multiple 
information and communication devices and diverse channels on the Internet throughout 
their travel planning (Pendergast 2009; Fletcher & al 2013; Raunio 2014; Xiang & al. 
2015, 246; Schiopu, Pădurean, Țală & Nica 2016; Sladjana & Snezana 2018, 228). They 
appreciate peer’s views or word of mouth influential regarding traveling reviews due to 
mutual core values in lifestyles (Pendergast 2009, 6; Morton 2002 in Huang & Petrick 
2009, 30; Fromm 2018). Millennials indeed engage in searching information online via 
mobile phones regarding destination acknowledgement for upcoming trips. They express 
a heavy dependence on mobile devices when travelling resulting from being 
technologically savvy. Notwithstanding, reading social media posts for travel planning is 
not actually full of hype among millennial participants in this empirical research. Although 
millennial engage themselves in Internet-based service platforms, they consider social 
media fairly important for travel planning stage.  
 
Besides, the typical characteristic of being sheltered and special motivates them to 
embrace a sense of community and belonging (Benckendorff & al. 2009, 59). With the 
fast-paced emergence of online social networks, millennials as adults embrace these 
channels not only as a behaviour for their core values but also to meet theirs need of 
belonging. Millennials as travellers constantly use social media as an integral information 
sharing tool throughout their travel experience (Nusair, Bilgihan & Okumus 2012; Future 
Foundation 2016). In fact, millennials constantly keep in touch with their peers via social 
media channels as a part of their travel experience. Despite showing entire engagement 
in peer connection during travel experience, millennial travellers still regard it as an 
essential part throughout the journey. Fromm & Garton (2013, 20) stated that millennials 
are engaged in rating products and services during post-experience stage. In fact, 
millennials do pay attention to content sharing on social media as a part of their travel 
experience. The empirical research has shown millennials as always-connected travel 
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enthusiasts by embracing technology, especially mobile devices while maintaining peer 
communication to fulfil their experiences.  
 
9.3 Are millennials aware of IoT concept? Do millennials want smart technological 
applications in hotel’s amenities? 
It is undoubted that the majority of millennials is aware of IoT concept. According to 
proven theories, the close correlation between technology and millennials has originated 
from their core traits and historical contexts. Growing in the era where technology was at 
its peak of advancement, millennials have been encouraged to make use of innovative 
equipment, devices and facilities for education performance enhancement (Caruso 2014). 
They grasped the technological support to invent new approach to their studies to reach 
their personal and group goals (Howe & Strauss 2000). They intuitively speak the digital 
language better than any previous generations (Black 2010; Fromm & Garton 2013; Judd 
2018). Millennials consider technology as one of the few constants in their external 
environment with enthusiasm to take technology to the next level (Caruso 2014). With 
their high level of education and technology savvy, they are the pioneers to subscribe to 
any new technology updates. According to data recorded by the empirical research, the 
extent of awareness was not measured by the depth of knowledge of concept 
specification but rather its basic acknowledgment. They embrace media channels a main 
source for news updates as well as reference sources such as books, research papers, 
theses to gain further knowledge. The wide network of peers and family has also 
contributed to the acknowledgement of IoT on a lower level. 
 
The empirical results show positive sentiments of smart technological applications in 
hotel’s amenities. The finding implies that smart appliances such as smart TV, automatic 
lightning system, automatic temperature system, in-room tablet, etc., play as one of the 
imperative criteria for millennials travellers’ itinerary planning. The urge for smart 
technological applications in lodging properties does not only stem from their nature of 
being digital natives but also from their travel trend in personalization and uniqueness. 
They are seeking highly specialized, custom-made trips in synchronization with interactive 
experiences and destinations with personality due to the core trait of being special. 
(Fromm, 2017; Hamed, 2017.) They also seek innovative technology and hospitality 
brands which exercise a deliberately authentic voice and epitomize a more personalized 
service model (Hoydysh 2019). The empirical results elicit the degree of usefulness of 
hotel check-in system, hotel room keycard, smartphone as hotel room key, voice-
controlled system, ambience control my mobile devices and in-room energy control with 
immense interest. Combining all the features that characterize millennial travellers’ 
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behaviour, smart technology is vital during a hotel stay due to its ability to offer millennials 
convenience; personalized, custom-made services while millennials themselves can be 
enthusiastically hands-on with cutting-edge IoT as a way to embrace their core nature: 
digital natives. 
 
9.4 What is millennials’ attitude towards Internet of Things applications in 
hospitality services? 
Answers found in the last research question has led to a positive attitude towards IoT 
applications in hospitality services among millennials despite perpetually unsolved 
challenges presented within integrated systems. Interpretation for the key results has 
confirmed the significance of IoT applications to their overall accommodation experience. 
In that sense, millennials indisputably express a willingness to pay for smart hotels in the 
future. Once again, millennials and those that follow are growing up immersed in the 
digital world. This is shaping their expectations of hotels as guests. (Amadeus 2010, 21.) 
Kelley (2012) explained that millennials are increasingly demanding for as much 
technology offering as possible to assist them during hotel stay. Especially, the amount of 
smartphone users is immensely growing (93% in the U.S in 2019) which represents a 
huge opportunity access the hyper-connected world within a single touch (Pew Research 
Center 2019c). Additionally, the booming integration of smartphones and social media 
with the emergence of IoT-enabled applications has empowered users to manage their 
travel experiential stage regardless of space and time (Xiang & al. 2015, 245). Regarding 
diffusion of innovation theory, millennials could be categorized into early adopters or 
innovators when it comes to any technology adoption (Blackburn 2011). Their core nature 
of being tech savvy with high level of education and wide social connection has explained 
why smart technology is easily diffused among the cohort. 
Despite showing optimism towards smart hotels in the future, millennials are still 
apprehensive about privacy and personal touch issues amid the hyper-connected 
revolution. Data privacy has been a hot issue ever since digital world has constantly 
advanced, whereas it remains a big challenge for technology developers and providers to 
ensure customers’ privacy is under guarantee. Amadeus (2010, 43) even addressed the 
problems for hotels when applying e.g. biometric technologies is whether the customer 
see it as an unwelcomed intrusion on their privacy. Nevertheless, there is still a shift 
regarding online privacy, users focus more on the benefits obtained from the online 
exchange of personal information than the possible risks (Schiopu, Pădurean, Țală & Nica 
2016). However, hospitality in nature requires human touch as a necessity for complete 
experience, an intriguing question has been made whether IoT will replace the original 
vibe with shallow interaction. Technology, as much as everything else, is not impeccable 
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and drawbacks are available as a part of its transformation. Millennials are not only 
educated but also optimistic about the future of technology advancement because they 
along with later generations are the asset of the digital revolution. 
10 Conclusion and recommendations 
10.1 Key findings  
The Industry 4.0 has brought to major disruption of individual’s daily routine as well as 
several industries all over the globe. After three major shifts in industrial breakthroughs, 
we eventually reached the latest digital revolution where radical changes have been 
recognized by applying new technologies to abrupt economic systems and social 
structures. The Industry 4.0 features digitization and customization of production, 
automation, miniaturization and interoperability with the aim to increase operational 
efficiency, sustainable industrial value and customer satisfaction. Ever since the 
emergence of computers and the Internet have been common, further researches have 
been conducted to maximize the functionalities of these tools. Internet of Things was 
coined as a breakthrough to herald exhilarating future with potent disruption to the 
economy. The concept characterizes the seamless connection and data exchange 
between physical and digital applications to extract contextual knowledge to end user. 
Enormous potentials have been exploited as many IoT prototypes have been tested while 
multiple applications have already put in use with immense economic efficiency. Smart 
technology, as an example, is ubiquitously adopted due to its perceived usefulness and 
ease of use. Besides, the positive diffusion of smart technology has opened up 
tremendous opportunities for integrated system prevalence in the future. It plays as an 
essential tool to unlock the IoT world within a single touch. 
 
On top of that, the emergence of Internet of Things has underlined the potent impact on 
hospitality industry as it enables multifaceted transformations not only for efficient 
hospitality operators but also marvellous guest experience. The application of smart 
technology into hotels has coined the term smart hotel. With the aim to transform guest’ 
experience, lighten workload while saving money and energy consumption in both front 
house and back house operation, smart hotels has become a trend in hospitality industry. 
Current in-use functionalities such as keyless entry, automatic ambience control, 
automatic check-in system, in-room voice-controlled systems, in-room tablet, etc., have 
been available in big chain hotels like Hilton, Marriot or Starwood hotels with full potential 
to grow in the future. Back house operation benefits from the IoT-enabled applications 
thanks to the capabilities to boost data analysis for guest’ personalization, predict repairs 
and maintenance and control energy consumption. Nonetheless, the lack of knowledge on 
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the cutting-edge technology plus high cost of installation have prevented many hoteliers 
from fully applying smart technology to their properties. Understanding the pros and cons 
of the technology in early stage helps hoteliers to act accordingly, simultaneously, create 
alternative solutions to adapt for experience disruption in the new era of tourism. This 
thesis synthesizes IoT features, opportunities and challenges when adopting the 
technology to their premises to give hoteliers a thorough view.  
 
The targeted population chosen for this research is the millennials due to their dominant 
demographic among the current living generations as well as enigmatic travel behaviour. 
For that reason, comprehension of this potential segment provides hoteliers with fruitful 
insight into technological integration so as to meet millennials’ needs. Thorough 
evaluation on empirical findings in combination with theories provided in the literature 
review have been carried out to make assumptions on millennials’ expectations for smart 
hotels: 
 
- Millennials enjoy intangible experience rather than tangible objects. Their life is 
wrapped up with tight schedule and pressure, travelling is embraced as a way for 
escapism. Millennials as travellers appreciate authenticity and uniqueness in 
harmonization with relaxing, local, cuisine and adventurous experience. Due to 
their characteristic of being highly educated, they prefer to immerse in cultural 
experience so as to meet their needs of learning and community and belonging. 
They deem peer’s views or word of mouth somewhat influential due to mutual core 
values in lifestyles. Members of this cohort are smart spenders; they tend to prefer 
affordability while doing thorough research to make the most value out of their 
itinerary. 
 
- Millennials are digital natives described by the strong urge for digital devices and 
peer connection when they are on the road. The historical context of this 
generation has offered them unlimited access to media and digital devices which 
results in their characteristics technological dependence and impatience. Needless 
to say, they embrace aforementioned tools to assist them throughout every stage 
of the experience journey. Millennials optimize mobile devices and social media to 
look for destination information. They regard these tools as crucial to make their 
experience wholesome. During experience stage, they maintain peer connection 
on social media to fulfil their need of community and belonging. Millennials also 
engage in content sharing on social media as a way to express their identity. 
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- Being digital natives, millennials regard Internet of Things and smart technology 
application as essential during hotel stay. They express great desire for smart 
appliances in hotels such as smart TV, automatic lightning system, automatic 
temperature system, in-room tablet, etc.  Millennial travellers expect to have smart 
integrated applications in hotels services as they are technological savvy with 
huge enthusiasm about new technology experience.  
 
- Apart from positivity towards smart technology applications in hotels, they are still 
apprehensive about privacy and less personal touch issues with the new 
integrated system. As any innovation always come with several challenges, 
millennials are optimistic about the future as they are the ones to make changes. 
Thus, they look forward to see more smart hotels with full potential to grow in a 
near future. 
 
10.2 Recommendations 
Based on the synthesis of empirical and theoretical results, the following 
recommendations to enhance millennials’ expectations for smart hotels are offered for 
travel industry stakeholders: 
 
- Embrace personalized services 
 
Personalized services make huge impression on millennials’ satisfaction due to their core 
trait of being special. Moreover, optimization of personalized services creates a win-win 
situation where businesses are able to learn a guest’s data for future use while the guest 
in question can benefit from custom-made services without effort. As millennial’s travel 
behaviour is enigmatic, personalized services are capable to offer enough insights in 
order to meet their satisfaction. 
 
- Provide value-added packages 
 
Millennials have described themselves as smart spenders, hence they look for packages 
with most value added. Monetary discounts are useful to attract millennials since they 
prefer affordable deals. Additionally, values can be added by partnerships between 
service providers. For example, hotels in partnership with TripAdvisors or Booking.com 
may offer special values for users participating in these social networks. It is important to 
be in partnership with start-ups or businesses that are close to millennials’ culture like 
Instagram, Facebook, Uber, Whim and so on to add extra value on their current package. 
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- Embrace all-included mobile app service for hotel guests 
 
Hotel mobile apps should include every information travellers need during their stay at a 
destination. Millennials pervasively use mobile phones throughout their travel experience, 
thus, mobile app with all information included plays as an on-the-go concierge to assist 
them anytime anywhere. The aim of the mobile app does not only provide a mobile-
friendly information hub for millennials but also a chance to enhance brand awareness. 
 
- Gradually apply new gadgets to measure efficiency 
 
It is impossible to transform a traditional hotel in to a complete smart one, gradually 
employ one by one to measure its efficiency should be optimal for hoteliers interested in 
smart hotel deployment. Installation for integrated system may cost a fortune, therefore, 
hoteliers may consider applying selective technology into the premises and measure its 
performance before transforming the whole system. This may help hoteliers to observe its 
efficiency, feedbacks from users and perceived usefulness in hotel services.  
 
- Maintain human touch in service operation 
 
Regardless all potential innovations in the industry, human touch must be retained at all 
cost. Hospitality in nature embodies not just comfort, relaxation, convenience but also the 
embrace of socialization. Whether it is a smart hotel or traditional hotel, human touch is 
essential as it represents the hotel brand by its own personnel which can never be 
imitated by any machinery systems. 
 
Smart technology application is inevitable in hospitality industry. Opportunities and 
challenges being discussed in the previous chapter have given hoteliers a thorough view 
on adopting the technology. The diffusion of smart technology is on the gradual surge as 
industries slowly develop prototypes to consolidation the adoption. In fact, hotel industry 
has also adopted smart technology for a while by applying near-field-communication 
technology into hotel room’s locking system. This adoption is vastly accepted on large 
scale because of its obvious usefulness and convenience. In that sense, hoteliers can 
also create multiple prototypes applying smart technology one by one to investigate their 
customer’s needs. For example, artificial assistant can be installed in selected prototype-
rooms to measure efficiency as well as errors for future development. It is challenging to 
apply the whole operational system to integrated system, therefore, adopting one 
application by one is the most efficient way to learn whether or not the business benefits 
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from the innovation in question. Hoteliers can start employing smart technology to their 
premises by transforming check-in and check-out routine as this is the stage every guest 
must go through when staying at a hotel. Providing smooth online check-in and check-out 
services ensures guest’s comfort in using the service which contributes to positive 
impression on possible smart service implications. By applying smart technology 
gradually, hoteliers are able to gain insights on their target customer while gaining enough 
time to measure its efficiency and possible errors occurring during prototype stage.  
 
To sum up, millennials express a positive attitude towards smart hotels applying smart 
technology. Despite apprehension of its privacy challenges, millennials remain optimistic 
at the future of smart hotels. Further studies in this field could continue with qualitative 
method to give deep insights into millennials’ opinions on smart technology or previous 
and later generation’s behaviour. This topic can also be elaborated to study how 
integrated system improves sustainability in hospitality industry. As privacy is still a 
controversial issue these days, further studies may continue dig into the topic to give 
hotels some hope when transforming their operation system to IoT-system. Additionally, 
this work could be used as useful reference for any new smart hotel business concept.  
 
10.3 Evaluation of thesis process 
The author initially expects to gain deeper insight into her generation’s behaviour in this 
digital era. The topic has been chosen out of interest as the author has always been 
curious about the impact of virtual world on individual’s behaviour which directly disrupts 
many industries. Thanks to the thesis, the author grasped the opportunity to immerse 
herself in academic theories such as generational theory, diffusion of innovations while 
self-educating generation timeline, revolution history and Internet of Things 
comprehension. These terms are current imperative research topics as many scholars 
have done various researches on them. However, there are no researches on millennials’ 
behaviour and expectation for smart hotels which makes this thesis valuable for research 
and development department.  
 
By gaining useful knowledge in millennials and Internet of Things, the author could 
develop and strengthen her skills and professional competences that are useful for future 
career. The author has gained hands-on experience by conducting the empirical research 
on millennials living in Helsinki Metropolitan area. Due to personal obstacles, the whole 
thesis process has taken longer than expected which is a minor weakness the author has 
to focus on for personal improvement. 
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